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A.JL

BIJaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN,
AI.HUOUEKQUK.

CONDITION NOW
IS DEPLORABLE

NEW MKX1CO, 1KIDAY EVENING, NOVEMHEU

STRIKE

TO ALL

Organizations Including Bank
Clerks, Telephone Girls,
Professional Leagues.
MANCM'RIAN

ARV.Y

Burned Hold

ing 10,000,000 Pounds

at RocKy Ford.

Thirty Thousand Men, Women and
dren in the Cotton Mills of Fall River
Escape Horrors of a

IN MUTINY

St. Petersburg, Nov.
The outlook for an early collapse, of
the strike is more gloomy today The
situation is distinctly more menacing.
Councils of workmen's delegates, or
strike committees, are manifestly en
couraged by the extension of the
strike In St. Petersburg, various organizations, Including bank clerks,
telephone girls and some professional
leagues, having voted to 101
the
movement.
Moreover, It is certain that the
workmens' council has received mysterious supplies of funds, and consequently, they present a bolder front,
The workmens' council returned a
scornful reply to Cont WItte's personal appeal to his "brother workthe government's
men." ridiculing
profession of solicitude for the workmen, and renewing their demands for
Immediate abolishment of martial law
In Poland, etc.
Count WItte's attempt to negotiate
directly with the strike leaders has
come to naught, although he offered
concessions In the case of the Cron- stadt mutineers In the event of their
being condemned to death. But
leaders refused all compromise. '
o nothing," was their response.
News from the provinces show that
practically no movement has been
started there In support of the general Btrlke, but there Is a suspicion
that this may be only a lull of preparations.
The social democrats and
revolutionists are keeping their plans
dark. Their organizations, lave ramifications throughout the country, and
nt a Klenal thev might be able to
bring the Industries of the country to
a standstill,
Manchurlan Army Mutinies.
Mutiny in the Manchurlan army Is
the latest sensational rumor in this
city. According to report a dispatch
has been received from General Ltne-vltctelling him of revolt among
only
the troops, which was suppressed many
after a regular fight In. which
soldiers were killed and wounded.
TY,rtv.tw
officers are reported to
havA hoen iihot for narticination In the
conspiracy. No confirmation of the
rumor Is obtainable from officials of
the war office.
Depressed
I ihcraU Profoundly
Profound depression exists in the
Liberal camp. Many of the leaders
now believe that they made a fatal
blunder in rejecting WItte's request
with the government
for
in working out reforms, as they thereby practically surrendered the leadership to the radicals, with whom the
liberals have as little sympathy as
they bad with the old regime. The
result is that the radicals are Intoxiare now
cated by a taste of power and anarchy.
trying to drive the country to
Public sympathy is rapidly aliens
ing itself from them, and ratlVr than
a
the present state of demoralization,
'.arge portion of .the better classes
would almost prefer repression.
17, 2 p. m.

ALL DESTROYED

STRUGGLE FOR BARE LIFE GOES ON Warehouse
Chil-

SPREADING

LOTS OF SUGAR

A FEW PENNIES MORE; NO STRIKE AND

Outlook in Russia is More
Gloomy Than Ever
Before.

NUMUER

17, 1!K5.

--

crease amounting to a little more
tnan half that granted by Borden.
Mass.,
Give Them More.
There will be no
Union men here say that Borden Is
strike by the
lair to his employes. Rival manufac
men, women lurjrs sav that he Is more favored
and children who DV operating conditions, and can afwork in the cot- - ford to be more liberal. Employers
ton mills. The claim hard times and trade condl
unions and the tions have undoubtedly been bettei"
employers have but tbe stockholders in the various
regularly.
made an agree- - mills receive dividends
ment, to last for They average 4 per cent. The stock
one year. The g held mainly by New Kngland
will get pie in moderate circumstances, and
few more pen- - it j8 said that pressure brought to
4TC
nles for a day's bear by such stockholders npon the
'
labor, and many mill managements forced the wage
are rejoicing at compromise. .
the bare thought
Strike or no gtrlke, the labor host
of being assured of men, women and children In this
of toll all of the dull, gray town are always hattllng
coming winter.
for scant livelihood. Every one works
The strike of in Fall River husbands, wives and
laet winter lasted children. It' ha been so for years,
six months and Women more often support their
with the bands than husbands support their
operatives work- - families. Piece work is the plan In
A
ing at pay re- all the mills. A woman or child, owBoy Operative Barefoot
duced about 14 ing to deftness of finger, unknown to
per cent, the
In November.
men, can earn more at the loom.
ployers promising
Doug- School certificates are given chillas. who intervened that they would dren at 14, if efficiency In their stud
restore the cut when market condi- - ies warrants it. If not. In order to
tions warranted the action.
work, they are compelled to auenci
A few days ago Matthew C. D. Bor- - night school until they gain emciency
den, owner of some of the largest cot- - or until they are of age.
work
hours la
ton mills, restored the cut in wages in
Ten and one-hal- f
full. When other employers betrayed day. Most of the workers continue to
no Intention of following suit, unrest run their machines through the lunch
quickly developed, and a general hour for added profits,
of all the work-beeMore than one-hal- f
strike was threatened. This has Just
averted by a compromise Ju- - ers are women and children.
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COST OF HEARST CAMPAIGN

Breaks Record in New York
Which Gov. Higgins
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Ford, Colo., Nov. 17. The mammoth sugar warehouse of the American Beet Sugar company at this place.
Is on fire. It is estimated tfaat ther
are 10,000,000 pounds of sugar la th
factory. The fire is practically under
control, but it may be forty-clfch- t
hours before it will be safe to open
the warehouse to ascertain the loss.
It Is feared that the loss may run aa
higu as $3U0,000. but no reliable estimate can be made at this time.
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NIGGARDLY ABOUT
CANDIDATE HEARST.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 17. William R.
Hearst, candidate iot mayor of New
ownership
York, on the municipal
ticket, certified to the aecretary ot
state today that his total campaign
expenses were $65,843. This breaka
the. record for such expenses, which
was formerly held by Governor Hlg-glnwho spent during the last atat
campaign, $22,000.
Hearst sayB that
he contributed all but $17,488 of
$83,331, which was spent by th
finance committee of the municipal
ownership league for the benefit of
all the candidates on the ticket.

NOTHING

TYPICAL

FALL RIVER COTTON MILL OPERATIVE FAMILIES.

peace, and jury, who sat upon the Inquest held this 17th day of November,
.
A. D. 1905, on the body of John
or John F. Murnhv. found in nre- clnct No. 26, of the county of Uerna
lillo, find that the deceased came to
his death by reasons of accidentally
falling down the stairs of his rooming
house, at 821 South Third street, between the hours of 9 o'clock p. m.,
November 16, and 6 o'clock a. rn., November 17, A. D. 1905.

TO MAKE STEEL BY

BETTER LATE THAN

Mur-nhv-

NOT TO COME AT ALL

ELECTRIC PROCESS

INDUSTRIAL
OPPORTUNITIES IN RUSSIA.
Th
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 17.'
of Political and
Rebate Suit Against Railroads Dr. Ilerciilt Over From France American Academy
Social Science will hold a session this
evening to listen to an address by
Brought March, 1902,
to Establish First Plant
Baron Von Rosen, the Russian atobaa-sauto the United Stales, on the
Are Now
of the Kind
GrXJRGE P. CRAIG,
subject of "American Industrial OpIn the
Justice of the Peace.
portunities in Russia."
WALTER S. JONES,
which will follow the addreaa.
B. MYER,
OPERATED
BEING HEARD FOR FIRST TIME EVER
IN
AMERICA the following persons will take part:
NATHAN BARTH.
Herbert H. D. Pelrce, Third AssistJOHN W. NUCKOLLS,
ant Secretary of State; John Hay
C. A. GONZALES,
of New York, George West
City, Nov. 17. The hearing
Montreal, Que., Nov. 17.
Kansas
Dr. P. L Hammond j,r
Ptttahurir Melville K- JOHN HENRY,
brought
T. Hercult, technical director of the Stone. general
anager of the
Jurors. of the railroad rebate case3
Society,1 elated Press; Henry C. Rouse, preafc-o- f
by the federal government In March,
1902, on behalf of the federal governLa Pra, France, and the Inventor dent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texaa
TEXAS FLOWER PA7.ADE
against the oanta Fe railway, of a well known process of electric railway, and, Clarence Cary of New
ment
Green
Fe Boiler Maker
End
'
FAIR AND CARNIVAL the Burlington, the Missouri Pacific, smelting of metals, has been on a! or '
' '
the Rock Island, was begun here visit to vanaaa ior in? purpose
and
r
DPI PI AIM
rlotel-D- ead
Man Boxed
This is today in tbe United States district conducting experiments In electrical liLlK lU DLLulAni
Houston, Tex., Nov. 17.
Philips.
govW.
Judge
smelting
parade
great
John
on
Canadian
behalf
court
before
the
flower
for
the
the date
THRONE IS DEAD
,
which is to be held, here this after- - The arguments on behalf of the gov ernment.
Smoker Coroner's Inquest.
DoD.
by
Milton
be
presented
will
recollected
the
were
that
It
State
ernment
with
the
connection
nooiin
Brussels, Nov. 17 --The Count of
Pair and Carnival. It Is expected Purdy. assistant United States attor- - minion government voted $15,000 for
to be the crowning event of the week ney general, and A. S. Van Valken- such experiments, after D. Haanei's Flanders, brother of King Leopold
After a night of drunken carousal corner behind the door. Dr. Cutter and thousands of visitors have come burg. United States district attoreny commission had reported upon thean(j heir to the throne, died at 11:30
said that In this case It might.
here from all parts of the state to wit- for the western district of Missouri. European works where steel Is pro- - j this morning. His death waa due to
with comrades, John F. Murphy,
Another peculiar circumstance was
The railroads named were originally duced by electrical processes. Tbe inflammation of the respiratory Of
magnificent,, spectacle.
the
bollermaker employed at the local that Murphy did not sleep at home ness
from which gans. The count was born In 1837.
Judging from the large number of en- enjoined by Judge Philips for granting Dominion experiments,
lodgSanta Fe shops, returned to his
last night, but this was easily ex tries for the event It Is believed there alleged rebates on meat products, great things are expected, will be con
The new heir to the throne of Bet
ing place at the Green hotel at 821 plained by his room mate, J. J. Dab will be nearly a hundred decorated salt and coal, and later contempt pro- ducted at Sault Ste. Marie.
glum is Prince Albert or Flandera.
Dr. Heroult will also visit Syracuse, only son of the late Count or Flan
South Third street at an early hour ney, who testified at the coroncv s in vehicles of all kinds, drawn by horses j ceedings were filed In the district
quest that Murphy was in the habit or automobiles. In the parade, which court alleging that the railroad com' N. Y., where a steel company is erect- ders. He Is thirty years old, ia marthis mcinlng, only to fall down stairs of staying
away from home at night
Princo
at 2 o'clock this j panics had violated the court's enjoin ing a plant under his license, for elec- ried and has two children.
and break his neck. The body was The coroner's Jury found that death will start promptly
trical production of 80 to 100 tons of Albert is one of the most popular
afternoon. A number of valuable ing order.
found about 6 o'clock by Mrs. liatley, was the result of an accident.
ot
houBe
for the most
steel daily. This plant will produce princes of the reigning
daughter of Mrs. M. C. Green, who Murphy Waa an Habitual Drunkard. prizes will be awardedvehicles
'
in
tool steel and high class steel billets Belgium. He Is of a studious disposipeautifully decorated
MATCH
PLAY
GOLF
conducts, the boarding house. The reMurphy's habit of looking too long
for piano and other special purposes. tion and bears a striking resemblance
mains were removed to A. Borders' upon the wine while It was red, was
and will be tbe first of Its kind on the to his uncle, King Leopold.
IN
TOURNAMENT
FALL
parlors, where they most likely
undertaking
the real cause of hia un- ABANDON THE CHASE
American continent. Dr. Heroult prewere viewed by the coroner's Jury.
timely end. Mrs. Green, who condicts a brilliant future for Canadian DRILLING PRIZES WON
Mrs. Bailey said that she started ducts the rooming house where he
AT MINING CONGRESS.
The Iron , and steel, having regard to Its
Atlantic City, N. J., Nov. 17.
upstairs shortly after 6 o'clock to call had been stopping since October 1,
FOR WILLARD BANDITS first
and second rounds in the match close association with immense water
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 17. Chamberthe roomers, most of whom are em- said that he was In the habit of get
play of the annual fall golf tourna- power.
lain and Make, of Mexico, champion
ployes at the shops, and have to go ting drunk every Saturday and laying
ment, held by the Country Club of
rock drillers of the world, today woa
to work early. She found that the torpid with liquor, in his room, the
Atlantic City, are being played today PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Special to The Citizen.
the W. C. Greene prize of $1,000 and
door leading to the front stairs would greater part of Sunday. Ills pay had
on the links of the club and a large
TO CONGRESS ON TUESDAY the El Paso stiver cup, by drilling 40
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 17. The
not open. It opened a little and then been garnisheed and he received no
number of prominent golf enthusiasts
big man hunt that has been go- Washington, ?iov. 17. It has been Inches In Gunnison granite in 15 mta-ute- s.
something heavy held it. She then check yesterday. This probably acfrom New York and New Jersey are decided that the president's forthcomon
JEWS IN RUSSIA
Inches less than,
This Is
went to the stairs in the rear of tbe counts for him staying at the hotel T Ing on near Willard station
on the grounds of the club to witness ing annual message to congress will their world' record.
Page brothera.
railway,
Central
Fe
Santa
the
upstairs
through'
"the
passed
bouse,
GREATLY IN NEED
early part of the evening. His f in Torrance county, for the ban- the contest. The number of entries be submitted to the senate and the of Blsbee, Ariz., won the seoond prlxo
hall, and descended the front stairs. the
room mate says he saw him at home
Inches,
dits who on Monday night last IT is exceptionally large and as there are house on Tuesday, December 5th. of $t00, drilling 39 and
By the twilight of morning sne aia- some crack players taking part In the The first day of the session will be and Bradshaw and Mclver, of bia-be-e,
o'clock in the evening, and that
at
held up the station agent at
New York. Nov. 17. Jacob H. Schiff tlnguished the body of a man lying at he was playing cards with one of the
tournament, good sport Is expected. occupied fully by routine business of
won the third prize of $350.
followand robbed him of a
the foot of the stairs, the feet rest- shop employes stopping at the ureen t Willard
of this city, today received the
All matches consist of eighteen holes. the two branches of congress.
large sum of money, has been
The(
ing cablegram from I.ord Rothschild ing on the bottom steps and the head house. At that time he was sober, acThe semi-fina- l
and final rounds will senate will take an adjournment aoon DEATH OF GRAND DUKE,
abandoned. Ganeral Manager S. B.
in London: "The Russian catastrophe, pressed against the door in the cor- cording to the statement of his room
SOVEREIGN OF LUXUMBURG.
be played tomorrow. A number of after the meeting on account of the
4 Grimsbaw. of the Santa Fe Cen- according to details from Russia to- ner. .Mrs. Bailey said that she turned mate, but Constable
James Smith says
valuable cups are played for, among death of Senator I'latt of ConnectiHohenburg, Grand Duchy of Luxexwho was on the scene short- tral,
was
recogthan
greater
Immediately
light
on
and
far
the
are
day,
them the Govenor's Cup, the I'resl. cut. The house will probably be busy emburg, Nov. 17,Grand Duke Adolph
he saw Murphy drunk at the
ly after the robbery, with the
nized Murphy, and took hold of his that
pected. Outrages, murder, wholesale
New York saloon atKiut 11 o'clock.
dent's Cup, the Atlantic City Cup and throughout the day In effecting its re- who was the reigning
sovereign of
penitentiary bloodhounds, return- robbery and incendiary ism are report- hand. It w as cold. To make sure taat No one cau be found who saw him bethe Northfield Cup. In addition to the organization and In tbe drawing of Luxemburg, died today. He was born
ed to the city last night. The
So
the
r
eighty-foutowns.
tooa
Bailey
Mrs.
Murphy,
was
man
tbe
ed from
various cups prizes will be awarded seats for members.
tween that time and the finding of
dogs failed to make the scent,
In 1817.
relief fund has a huge task to grapple hidd of the coat collar. As she dia his body at tbe Green rooming house
to the runner up In each batch of six
being obliterthe
trail
owing
to
quivered.
body
so
the
with.
A
score
morning.
medal
low
now
Is
contestants.
teen
this
It
frost.
heavy
a
ated by
She called for help, and the body
will go to the player leading the field
Came From Philadelphia.
believed that the robbers are far
was straightened out. Dr. Cutter, the
JORDAN FOUND MOTHER
in the qualifying round. All cups be MUCH
Philadelaway and that they will never
shipped
was
from
Murphy
AND MUCH
BUT NOT HIS FA I HER. Santa Fe surgeon, was summoned, aud
come the absolute property of the
l.e apprehended.
to Albuquerque last March, to
phia
Jorneck
li.
The
man
dead.
pronounced
17.
Frank
the
New York, Nov.
competition.
further
without
His
winners
Ke
shops.
work In the local Santa
dan, son of the former comptroller of was broken, the bridge of thewasnosea room mate, ,. .1. Dabney, said that
was badly bruised and there
SHOWN
the Equitable Life Assurance society,
Murphy had told him that he had a
th first witness today in the in broad abrasion on tne left cheek bone. mother and wife in the Quaker city.
and
badly
was
bruised
at
ear
testified
The
left
surance Investigation, lie
'
"
cut. I nu "
i'" ""f
he previous sessions that he did not the left eye was black andincision
The British crulse. The tnoft cordial entente beNew York, Nov. 17.
in ''fleets of a little g.rl who called him
know the whereabouts of his father cut was a
eff.-ctthe two
found
Among
other
brother.
command tween the officers and men of
the
under
squadron,
cruiser
not
apparently
he
corner,
that
but
today
the
outer
or mother. He testified
t v
ami many a lasting
,
morning were a
,
fleets
..
.
on
nerson
this
...
his
Uattenburg,
a
prince
which
letter
of
Louis of
CAUSES
uas since that time, received
friendsh.il was formed .luring that
of pawn tickets, dated Philato have caused any serious Injury. number
from his mother in Canada, but that
has been tbe guest of this city since short week of fraternizing.
November, lt5.
delphia,
October
and
force,
great
and
with
body
father,
fell
That the
she did not mention his
and
the morning of November 9th, sailed! The manner In which tbe officers
Is proven by the door buffer, which and letters from North Carolina
a silver dollar.
ihat he is still in the darkS. regarding
Francisco,
today
and
for Ulbraltar, the next btalloa and iiiei) on the American warships
San
coun
repudiating
the
partially
McCurdy,
ruptcv,
ou
reach17.
holders
Nov.
German
struck
Berlin,
body
have
must
the
ii
his whereabout. Samuel
peculiar
a
it
with
on
had
Its
route. Tbe week which the; aud the thousands of people who
item
last
ThU
foreign
for
months
liabilities,
was
as
it
trv's
stairs,
Equitable,
ing
the
of
of
the
the bottom
assistant registrar
ii'l every available foot of spae
waa loaned to him of Russian becnrii ies are beginning past. In June, he declares, the Rus- squaJron spent In this city was full of
significance.
It
prostated
Dr.
Cutter
He
called.
torn
wall.
from the
was the next witness
last evening by a comrade at the to' feel extremely uneasy over the sit- sian government commissioned a num- excitement and social events of more along the river front, cheered the
duced vouchers for the legal expenses at the coroner's inquest that deatn
rooming house, and that he uation In Rus-.Gre-- n
rrui.
as they realize thac bers of experts to elaborate reKrts or less formality succeeded each other British ships, as they slowly steamed
m
must have been iustantaneous.
t r the last ten years.
it this morning, af- it lo hound to affect adversely the on the effect that partial repudiation In rapid succession.
Prince I.ouls, ilowu the North River, amid the boom
fact, coupled with the fact that the should still Inhave saloon,
seems rather economic conditions of the RussUn of foreign liabilities would produce who Is certainly accustomed to tht' ing of the cannon firing the salutes,
the
Bailey ter a night
Mrs.
body
quivered
when
was al- eft no doubt as to the genuineness
If he was really drunk, empire an i the fir n. rial standing of on Russia's own economic develop- hardships of sea fearing life,
W. H. HULL DIES SUDDENLY
moved It, would indicate that the ac- strange.
- ...1.1.,.
mo . . u 9
which, ui i"o n.riiu.j ..jlln v. tk
in at the hotel this the government.
by
overcome
when
turned
he
uemaiios
ttie
most
Zeitung
Mlttag
describes
morning,
and
I'opular
upheavals
ment.
The
late
this
AT HIS PLANING MILL cident occurred
ueparung
plausible
.ions
runct
that
seem
euhih.
orning,
soeiau
meir
of
it would
Prof. Ballod's revelations as a bomb- this short seasonBanquets,
in Russia at the
it seems Btrange that some one at m
eceptlor
Ied by the fllgship Drake, bearing
been spent ike those
would have
him.
unsettle more .than a wur com- shell to all Investors In Russian se- made ntw.n
hotel did not hear the thud of the this dollar night
the
of
and
the admiral's ensign, the British
calls.'ualls
proprietors
drink.
ii.il
unofficial
official
for
during
the
W. H. Hull, one of tbe
Indu.-trlconditions,
curities.
and
mercial
tall.
by
cruisers slawly steamed down th
Mumhv will be remembered
the Albuquerque Planiiig mill, located
The same panicky feeling which other affairs of a similar nature
Case First Looked Mysterious.
or river, past the imposing line of the
smoker sources of the government. The for-- ' has been caused here by this article, every day for a whole week
Elks'
the
attended
who
those
on South First street, died rather sua-1Murphy was somewhat of a fighter, at the opera house recently, as trie
at klu ntioa nf llllHilH'fcH St
"'"u American battleships and cruisers, exare also seems to exist In England, and than even a well seasoned
secur.e.
rign ....
Russ.an
holders of....
received
......
.v,
v.
nnri courtier can endure without sen- - changing salutes with each one, and
,i,o .k.
..clock today. Mr. Hull's death came and the first impressionwhich sur- little fellow who showed so much
doing particular honors to the Maine,
which from the circumstances
The members of his
skill in bundling the gloves. He alo
at the end of a sinking spell,
l,
the case was that ho might came before the public as a fighter euupire and devour the disquie nu re- - tor the statement mat the srneme - "is
the f'sgshlp of Admiral Kvans. A flan
i lit.
aim
began at 11 o'clock, when he called round
mail
capiiui
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employ
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riot
The some
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were uually over salute was fired when the squadron
ago by being mixed up liv.its Many
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Hritish
months
navy
one of the employes from the mill have
abandserunlug
In
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Russian
Russian
the
millions
wound In his eye would Indicate that !n a fight between some union mereached Governor's Island, and tha
uity
whelmed - I v the hospit
to the yard back of the mill where
are lU ine nanus ui ucmn..
"ucu uu n. 01 iwt, i" i
he was bit with some square-endeup well under the battery on the Island responded with
but bore ,.:
of the mechanics lie
Americans,
some
chanics
and
been
he was working. He said that he wasa instrument.
same
work
has
are
the
to
undertake
extent
ihev
to
that
italic
nl
The stairs in the t.reen shipped In to work at the shops. The
The men, also, had their a national salute. Many hundreds of
jolng to die and would like to have
interested In the preservation of Rue dropped. The reason given for the severe test entert
a inmeni
um uieir steamers, tugs, launches, yachts and
Dr. W. G. Hope was called. bouse are of very easy ascent, with
returned an indict- s.a's
,.f ih. ..rnii ia timt it fchare of
Jury
grand
rtoctor.
late
' it
inteirr;ty.
ot
financial
a landing of five or six feet
other craft, nearlv all gaily decorated.
was uot quite so exacting
.
him for this offense, and
against
share
eatahllshment
iha
i.,r4
that
Ieatb was due primarily to tubercuby
published
h..
Prof.
An
article
seven steps from the floor. he was under bond awaiting tria! at
Everything passed off In the most were scattered along the river, form- Rub- in
losis for which the deceased came to Murphy's hat wa.s
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He also has a steps about half way between 10'W
of of the comradeship of the officers and their shrill notes with the dull boomcause
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project
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W
Craig
considered
at
which
Peace
tide,
of
the
of Justice
ami t lie landing. It doesn't
men ot the Cnited State navy and ' ing of the guns and the thundering
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SPORTING...
...BREVITIES
"link" Russell, who made such a
against Young Corbet t

Rood showing

t Philadelphia, is scheduled to fight
Dal Hawkins in the near future.
Hawkins had almost passed from ring
Tnemory. Years ago be was fatnouo
for hlB walloping left punch. On the
s
afternoon of the
fteht at Carson City he defeated Martin Flaherty, In the same ring, in
tight rounds. He made money and
went skylarking down the champagne
and lobster route, with the result that
lalf the second raters in the country
took his measure. Now It is said he
has, like McGovern, come back, and is
able to give a good account of himCorbett-Fitzsimmon-

self.
It may be that

V.-.ii.'i- .i
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PENITENTIARY

OF INCORPORATION

TWO COMPANIES, INELECTRICAL
NASH
CLUDING
OF
THIS
SUPPLY COMPANY
CITY, WITH SECRETARY.

FILED

BY

The following articles of Incorpora- tion nave oeen ntea in tne omce oi
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolds:
Supply company.
Nash Electrical
Incorporators
are M. Nash? Kittle
Nash and Carl Gilman, all of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The amount of
capital stock is flxed at $15,000, all of
wfllch has been subscribed.' The term
of the existence of the company is
fixed at fifty years and the principal
place of business in Albuquerque, the
principal agent of the company being
M. Nash, with offices at Gb6 West Rail-roa- d
avenue. The object of the com
pany is to construct electrical fixtures, maintain electric lines, erect
poles and string wires, and do a general electrical contracting business,
together with dealing in real estate.
Demlng City Water company. 'Incorporators are Paschal R. Smith, W.
C. Wallis, James R. Waddill, J. J. Ben
nett and J. B. Hodgsin, all of Demlng,
New Mexico.
The amount of capital
stock is fixed at $100,000, $2,000 or
which has been subscribed with the
number of shares divided as follows:
P. R. Smith. 1.60U shares: W. C. Wal
lis, 100 shares:
J. R. Waddill, 100
shares: J. J. Bennett, 100 shares; and
J. B. Hodgsin, loo shares. The term
of existence of the csonipany is fixed
at fifty years and the principal place
of business in Doming, the principal
agent of the company being P. R.
Smith. The object of the company is
to construct, mainntaln and operate a
water works system in the city of
Demlng, erect poles, string electric
wires, lay pipes, dig trenches, lay out
townsites, buy and sell lots in additions to that town, and otherwise
transact business connected with their
franchise.

j

GOOD POSITIONS WAITING
Icrical men. 'J he demand lor men wlio
can miccesstt li, lianHle the various brain lies ot office
Vi e need at once
Accountwork is uncrM'ii(ant a, tiookKe en.Cwliiers, Llerks, Collectors, Lurres-.unden- ts
Other t;iKjd jMi-1m- n.
end 1'nvate Secretaries,
a year now open for Sateemen.
paying f:,orjo-- Fvprutive an I Technical men; a No many desirable
opporfiinitteA f' r men having mney to invest with
tlie.r rrvke".- Write us y
statin position desired.

forcntnpettni

BIDS

Santa Fe. X. M., November 1fi, 1!Hir..
Sealed proposals will be received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
commissioners at the office of the
superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m.,
on Monday. November 27, 1!(05, for
furnishing and delivering at the New
Mexico penitentiary Ihe supplies here
inafter mentioned, or so much there
of as the board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies will be
made in cash. Delivery or all sup
plies except, perishable articles must
be as directed by the superintendent.
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
these should be labeled, showing the
name of bidder, price, etc.. and must
be delivered to the superintendent not
later than o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly in accordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by
the superintendent on application; no
bid otherwise niade will be entertained. A bond will be required
from
all snccesslul bidders for the faithful fulfillment of contracts within ten
days after date of award:
50.000 lbs. flour.
'
5.000 lbs. beans.
1,000 lbs. oaUlakcs.
1.000 lbs. rice.
HO
cases laundry soap,
f0 11)3. black pepper, whole.
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder, 5 lb.
cans.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
6 cases canned corn.
200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
500 lbs. sal soda. bulk.
2") cases roasted coffee.
4 barrels syrup.
100 lbs. baking soda. 1's.
.
2.500 lbs. lard compound,
cans.
ISO lbs. tea.
boxes.
5 cases matches.
,
2 cases Greenwich concentrated lye
Tib. cans.
1
gross scrub brushes.
1 gross brooms.
1.000 lbs. dried peas.
1 case corn starch, Ts.
2,1X10 lbs. dry salt bacon.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
6 cases
La Cruees tomittocs.
75 sacks granulated sugar.
1 case salmon, 48's.
tiO.OOO
quality,
fresh beef, prime
'
shankB excluded
necks
1 doz,
pint bottles vanilla extract.)
1 doz. pint bottles lemon extract
300 lbs. red chile, ground.
The loard of New Mexico penitentiary commissioners
reserves
the
right to reject any and all bids.
In submitting bids for above supplies, bidders should write plainly on
envelope the following:
"Bids for
supplies for the New Mexico penitentiary," with the name or names of
bidder or bidders, to avoid the opening of same by mistake.
By order of the board of New Mexico penitentiary commissioners.
50-lb-
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Wagons aid other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high

as $200,011. Loans are quickly made
Ont
Time:
and strictly private.
V17 Cmkal Building, St. Loul
month to one year given. Goods repossession.
your
rates
WANTED
Our
main in
Call and see us beW A . T K f : A dining room girl at the are reasonable.
borrowing.
fore
Columliiis hotel.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
W'ANTfciu Clean rags. inquire
Steamship tickets to and from all
The Citizen office.
parts of the world.
WANTED
rhree painter, highest
3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
wages. C. A. Hudson.
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTEIi A girl to help with cookPRIVATE OFFICES.
ing and house work.
315 South
Open Evening.
Third street
WANTED
Two or three
furnished
PROFESSIONAL
CARuS
rooms for light housekeeping. Address. P. O. Pox 73, city.
DENTISTS.
WiANJhl) tiirl lor cooking. Inquire
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
of Mrs. B. S. Rodey, 802 Kent ave
nue, corner of Eighth street.
Dental Surgeon.
r
Office closed until November 15.
VANTE1
Position as cook or
In a good American family
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
Address. A. B., this office.
hours, 8:30 a. in., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Gentlemen a second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street p. m. to 5 p. m. Telepiione 402. Apsouth of viaduct. Send address and pointments made by mall.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
LAWYERS.
Dressmaking. I am preWANTED
pared to give first class work at
Bernard S. Rodey.
reasonable prices. Satisfaction guarAlbuqtterue,
ATTORNEY A
anteed. Mrs. F. E. Shelly, 212 South N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Arno street.
business pertaining to the profession.
Will practice in all courts of the terriMALE HELP WANTEC.
WANTED
Men to learn barber trade. tory and before the United States
Moler's System College, Los An- land office.
Ira M. Bond.
geles.
ATTORN
W. 32 F street
FOR RENT
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR
IrF.NT I.argefuTiUshed fioif lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
room, over postofflce.
letter patents, trade marks, claims,
TO RENT One side of store room,
R. W. D. Bryan.
at 209 South Second street.
ATTORN
Albuquer
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no
que, N. M. Office, First National
wanted. No. 502 Mountain Bank building.
road.
E. W. Dobson.
r OR RE.VI Furnished rooms; no ln- ATTORN
Office Crom
valids taken. No. 203 West Tljeras well block, Albuquerque. N. M.
avenue
John H. Stingle.
rooms for
FOR KENT Furnished
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 10, N.
524.
housekeeping. Large and airy.
T. Arniijo
building, Albuquerque,
West Railroad avenue.
N. M.
Apartments in Paik
FOR KENT
ARCHITECTS.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
F. V. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
H.
modern equipment throughout.
rooms
Barnett building.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
room
employed, nice furnished
CIVIL ENGINEERS
Board If desired, in private family
D. F. McCrolling.
208 North Arno street.
Civil engineering,
surveying and
j."OR RENT Furnished
rooms, by
day, week or month; also tot light draftiiig, 209 Railroad avenue. Autohousekeeping. The La Veta, 113 matic 'phone 740.
West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
propriet ress.
A. L. Morgan.
FOR SALE
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACFOR
4
house.
Also house to rent. 513 TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicSouth Third street.
ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
FOR SALE Entire furnishings of a 911 North
cottage and house for que, N. M. Second street, Albuquerrent. 120 South Arno street.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
PHYSICIANS.
piano, in fine condition and almost
L.
A.
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
particunew, at a bargain.
For
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
lars, call at this office.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
FOR SALE Two new Burr brooders,
Vann's drug store. Automatic
capacity 200. Cost $10.00 each. Also
telephone, 410.
120 chickens, mostly Leghorns and
CTTfTc O N N O R M . D.7 D. O.
Plymouth Rocks.
P. Lienau, Los
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
I. unas, N. M.
President New Mexico Board of OsteoLOST Bay pony, with while strip on pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
nose, white hind foot, and branded
Office in Barnett building.
figure 5 on left hip. Reward will be treated.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telepaid for return to George A. Camp-fielphones. Sundays by appointment.
at hardware store of E. J.
Post ft Co.
FALL TERM.
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With Aniple Mean, and Un.urpaa.ed Facilities.
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i
Extend, to Depositor, every Proper Accommodation,
Account. Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicit.

P
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New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
SOLOMON

d

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA

FE

RY.

I

SALE-Furnitur-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officer, and Director..
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3

President

M. W. FLOURNOY

vice President

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD3

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
,
Director

,
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

Li

; '

j;,--

,

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

$500,000.90
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National
CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

We have nad a yery satisfactory growth .inc. tha establishment
If you are not one of our customers, w should Ilka
an opportunity to .how you our auperlor facllitle.
O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

.of

Incase

same and

payment for this ad they will be
turned to owner. Apply at this

reof-

fice.

LOST.
LOST

STOLEN Female, brown
spaniel puppie, 4 months old; finder
will please leave word at H.
cigar store on Railroad nue.
avenue, or 6o7 Mountain road.
OR

Wes-terfeld-

MERCHANT

UPSTAIRS.

CORBET & COLLINS,
NO. 209 WEST Civil and Mining Engineers.
United

RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BINI, PROPRIETOK.

O.

State. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.

BAM-

My merchant tailoring sliop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit, the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will pot
injure the (loth' Ladles' garments
abio cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give mo a trial.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

NOTICE

FOR

ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N.
REAL ESTATE.
REAL

e

a a

WHOLESALE

M.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in th. Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

a

a

You can do thi. with Electric Light..
You can make every light act a. a

T

silent talesman for you. Make It work
in the evening
make your Investment
work while you are at home. .You
want to do more business, of course.
Did you ever think of the

WILLING HELPERS
Of-

Oc-tob-

I

uiuui

t m.

KILLthf cough

Co.,

116

f

your place of business

Electrical Way?
It's

Dis-ent-

West Silver

Or. King' 8

Discovery

Nov
for

FONSUMPTION.
0UCHS and

Prleo
COe

&$t.00

Fre. Trial..
;ol OS
Cluickeet,
Cure for all
Siirest nni
t iivu tt nrr v

t

I hKr.; or i' lUii

liAoK.

way and a tried way-ot- her,
can make it pay, o can you.

good

a

t

The Al&uquerqu3 Gas, Electric Light & Power Company

.
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ALBUQCERUE, N. M.

Dress up

ESTATE.

1 1 1 1 r
What's the use of a helper, if
31, 1!''5.
be Isn't willing? Willii gness is
Notice Is hereby given that the folan amide mantle w h ill. will al- lowing named settler has tiled notice
most cover all the sins of serv- of his intention to make final proof
But a classified lolvertise- ice.
in support of his claim, and that said
nient in The Evening ('i'i.eu in a
proof will he made before the prowilling helper that is not only
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexabsolutely cimpeti nt, but also Is
ico, on IHcember 5. 1!)05, viz., GerT a
willing worker. It works all
trude H.co, widow of Francisco Heco,
the time for you. It ,s tho best
deceased, of Valencia county, for the a and most economical publicity in
Si Sli'4, NVi SIC'4, SW'i NE'4.
the world.
2S
of sec'lon
township 12 north,
range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
bis continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Juan Bautiste Kowemisneh, Teand CURE 'f he LUNGS
e
nd ro I'owto, Jose
and
Alonza, all of Iiguna, New MexWITH

Meyer.

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

H. B. GILCHRIST,
Real Estate and Insurance.
Money to lioan.
215 West Railroad Avenue.

PUBLICATION.

H. E. No. 57ti9.
Department of the Interior. Land
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico,

iiu..l.lghly,andln"t

187S

L. B. R U T N E Y

O. BAMBINI.

J

0
0

ASSAYERS.

TAILORING

OVER

D. A. McPHBRSON, Vie President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

8

'

FOUND
A
Vpon Identification

$100,000.00

r.... 1260.000.00

of our bank.

five-roo-

Albuquerque Business College Open.
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting, English, Spanish and Mechanical Drawing.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
For particulars, call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
Library building, East Railroad ave-

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

e

FOUND.
pair of spectacles

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

46-4-

itell every siitferinu woman ulioiit my case." avenue.
o
Mis. Emma Snw.r, Cimyera, Ua.
Football I Football!
Mrs. i'.iUnaia , .ve free a.lvlee in
Saeta Fe Indian, v.. University.
women ; u.ldivsh ia ci.ii'idciice. I.v
Saturday the 18th, at Traction Park.
(.loiue will je called at .':!) o ciock.
n

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

house-keepe-

Ke-wa--

1

Capital and Surplus $ 1 00,000

HAPCOOOS (Inc.). Brain Brokers

camlet express the tarrible ttiffering 1
A deruiigfiiu'iit of the female
organs 1i'Vi1oh1 nervou prostration and a ico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
troiiblft.
The doctor attended
imis
kiduev
shi
me for u year, but 1 kept gcltinw worse, unlU
Register.
up
1
uniil li' to do anything, and I made
my iiiind i could not live. 1 finally decided
If in need of fine liquors for family
to try I.vdiu K. Pinkham' Vegetable Com- - and medicinal
purposes, call on Er- I an, t,.litv a well
.1
w....t
1...
"

Lad

MEXICO

j

Co Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

.

Jlirj Emrna

NEW

";

Sheridan will
be induced to reconsider his decision
to quit umpiring. American League
officials are said to have offered him
m nice increase in salary to reconsider
his decision to give up the indicator.
Arlie
the most original
A WISE MONARCH
man that stood in the coaching box.
will next season manage the JacksonPrinee Nicholas, monarch of the inville, Fla., team in the South, Atlantic
dependent state of Montenegro, has
League.
his
'"Philadelphia astonished Europe by granting
FUisimmons
calls
country a constitutional government
Jack" O Brlen a "jumping four-flusWill the patient compi'r of the
"Questions
and Answers" column
kindly tell us wherein and wherefore
differs from
this sort of a
tha ordinary kind?
The only thing New York fans have
against Wee Willie Keeler la that he
lives in Broklyn.
VAa soon," said Bob Fitzslhimong in
a New York interview, "as I have
shored O'Brien into the discard, I am
going to fight anyone that wants a
crack, at me. Marvin Hart will be
given first call. I figure that O'Brien
will last a good many rounds, for he
H. O. BURSUM,
is part Jaekrabblt, but in the end I
Superintendent.
will rock him to sleep with a rap on
Samples may be sent separately,
the jaw."
duly marked and numbered, to the suLou Criger and Jesse Taunehlll, of!
perintendent.
tea Boston Americans, and Tom
Doran, of the Detroit s, will make a
" "
'
Sale Black Drcsa Goods.
aaaav
trip from Cincinnati to New Orleans
Our Entire Stock of Plain and Fancy
in a house lioat, starting on their jourBlack Dress Goods will be offered at
ney the last of the month, and reach15 per cent reduction for this sale, at
ing New Orleans early in the spring.
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
They will fish and hunt on the way
a bear hunt in Arkansas being plan- PRINCE NICHOLAS. OF MONTE- NrXiRO.
ned as a side trip.
Joe Cans, who went to California without demand. He has issued a call KIDNEY
without a bard dime to his name, says
the first meeting of parliament.
he expects to get back, back, back to for
Montenegro is one of the small coun
Baltimore in the happiest togs he has tries in southeastern
Europe. Nicholas Increasing Among: Women, Bat
worn in years. He's got his eyes on is the father of Queen
Helene, ot
Sufferers Need Not Despair
some easy mpney out there, and he Italy.
aeeds it, you bet, he needs it.
THE BEST ADVICE IS FREE
Win. T. Reed, coach of the Harvard
COMING EVENTS
foot ball team, has written a letter to
Of all the diseases known, with which
the secretary of tha Harvard
fti rtaA UIHnon
thai fa ma.) a nrrrftnium
. b mr.t
November 22 and 23 Walter Thorn- ates association, advising the abandna jtiKti-- .
onment of foot ball unless the evils as Mills will lecture at Colombo ball gow that this disease is on the increai
I
Socialism.
that now surround it are eliminated. on vn..AmKnu
amonrv women.
,
. .. . . i.
r . .. l
no
u riiiut-- r
"I have become convinced that the
rtrtu iue
i.eau Ave
game, as it Is played today, has fund- nue Methodist
Episcopal
churcn,
amental faults which cannot be re- "Robert Miintyre," the noted lecturer.
George Samuels
moved by any mere technical revision
November
of the rules," says Held. Brutality company.
November 29 Damon and Pythias,
and evasion of the rules are faults
which Hcl says should be remedied, by local talent.
if the game is to be a permanent colDecember 1 The "Broken Hearted
lege sport.
Club" and "Sarah's Young Man," by
In the event that athletic relations local talent, under the auspices of the
between Harvard and Pennsylvania Albuquerque Woman's dub.
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty.
are severed, Michigan will probably
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
be taken on by. Pennsylvania. In the
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
west Ihe news of a break between the
December D'. "Mahara Minstrels."
"two big colleges would be received
December 25 "Hooligan In NeW
with joy if It would result in matching
the west against the east. Michigan York."
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
is believed by unbiased critics to be
the strongest foot ball organization ONE OF ALLEGED TRAIN
Savvyerf
In the country, but has made repeated
RTjrPS DISM'SSED.
failures In Its attempts to get a test
Unless early and correPt treatment U
YciVrditj'
.iih'.i 'u lie i'ui'ed
of strength in a game with an eastern
court, ':e i a e ti. '. 'ic t "ohcrt applied the patient seldom survives
college eleven.
upon
charged when once theK.disease is fastened
u
Mayor Dunne has given permission h .i:u; Mc.!a;:;.:. who
Pinkham's Vegetable
Lydia
I'ok.t. iino of in.- Henry her.
to the Illinois A. C. to hold an ama- ' w!;'.i bci'.iggang
treatwhich rubbed the Fort Compound is the most efficientwomen,
teur iMixing show next week. It is Hawkins postolflce,
was dismissed with ment for kidney troubles of
whispered that some of the amateurs Sumner
and is the only medicine especially
the consent of the government, says prepared for this purpose.
are what might be termed
the Optic.
W hen a woman Is troubled with pain
Mc.Manus was arrested more than a
The showing of Tommy Mowatt year ago in Colorado charged with or weig-li- t in loins, backache, frequent,
painful or scalding urination, swelling
against clever Abe Attell at Philadel- being
Franks, a member of the of limbs or feet, swelling" tinder the
phia has sent bis stock bounding up- Black ild
of
murderer
gang
and
eyes, an uneasy, tired feeling1 in the
wards. His admirers now astert that Sheriff Jack
Farr. The officers soon fyund region of the kidneys or notices a brick-dus- t
he can defeat Terry McGovern, and they
wrong
man
far
u.i
had gotten the
sediment, in the urine, she bfiould
are willing to post a forfait as evi- an KimiiUs
was concerned, but hold lose no time in commencing treatment
dence of good faith.
otbeing
McManns on the charge of
with Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
ter. The rmten Maies omeeis nou j ivimpounrt .as It maw be the means oi
no
saving her life.
four no n wliii were present wiumi
For proof, read wtiat Lydia K. Pink- Hawkins yang rani"! the t uft Mi.irnr
l.r,'
Vi actable Compound did for Mrs.
!:am's
after
I, l niii lli'le.
COFFEE
GOOD
.Tack

ALBUQL'EkQUE,

cure
of people who Prosperity
'Ikcccssary
to Your

Iton't arrept anything but Hostetter's if you value
Stamp
your health. Genuine has our Privats
over ueck.

ARTICLES

17. 19C5.

Montezuma Trust Co,

Ciftizeta Wcurtt Ads, Fwrirhislla yots
Yi ittlh pamcs &nd addresses

CRAMPS,
HEADACHE.
AND MALARIA,
FEVER

BELCHING,
NAUSEA, COLDS
AND AGUE.

1

16.0
.Sf

will W Mhwad hi Ut
V
lav rata of M oanta par waak. ar for t
a ar aMatk, whan paM monthly.

i

man and
Is the medicine needed by every sick
woman, and the Boomr It is obtained the sooner
your Stomach, Liver, Kidney or Howel ailments
will disappear. Start today, it always cures.,
DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION. POOR APPE-TIT-

'vite

Cmn

Hide

Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters

NOVEMBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

'if the man who fhouid be working for you?
r,f the man whi would glndiy lend you money?
of the n. in win ViculJ like to buy your horse?
of tho man who would buy an Interest in your business?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
f the man who
would buy your old bicycle?

l

-

l&trtktBi Rita

I

Clrctilitmn

TtWMI OF SUBSCRIPTION:
jaftr kr maS. ana rar In advatir

I

lllllrn

Count)

ItawctaM ttm ArWawii Dlpttchai.
Urptt Ctty and Coty Clrculitic.
TIN Urpit New Mwlco Clrculit'e.

Li'ptt

Ml

I

FRIDAY,

DO YOU WANT THHE,
NAME AND ADDRESS

Yon are badly handicapped In life's rare. Success Is almost Impossible. Why not build tip and
strengthen the entire system by Using the Bitters?
It la barked by over 50 years of fines,
and can
surely be depended on in your case.

trhc Citizen Publishing Company

pa

CITIZEN.

ALHUQUEIiQUi: KVKK1NO
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VE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT

At Consistent Prices

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

C. HALI)lvMI)fil:

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
I'HERM

PAINT
Covers more, look, best, wear.
longest, most economical, full
measure.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

hUH.DlNQ

Always
PAPER
laster. Lime. C.ment,
Paint. Oli's, Sash Door., ete.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
8tol'k-

-

I

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

AUJUQUEUQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

17, 1905.
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(No. 7186.)

RAILROAD TOPICS

STATE

NATIONAL

There is not an extra firenum or n ignored nor neglected. Their absolute
for duty at present and It Is ncresnit les will demand new railroad
bard to make up an extra (lew In the const met Ion year by year by the tens
f thousands of miles for years to
local yards.
come.
"
Yesterday was pay day on thpSnnta
Fe and last nlKht the streets were DECADENCE IN RAILWAY
INCREASE OF TRACKAGE.
crowded with pay day shoppers. The
From 1880 to 1881 the gain in track-agmerchants report a large day and
for the whole country was 10,159
night's business.
miles, from 1881 to 1882 It was 11,669,
Engineer Flshburn. Fireman Krouse, from 18S2 to 1883 it was 6,745 and so
Engineer Sholtz and Fireman McCahe on down to lS!t2, when a marked falling off occurred, and the period of
deadheaded from La Vegas to
Wednesday evening on No. inactivity continued right down to
7. and took bark with them engines 1903, when something of a revival
was noted. From 1892 to 1893, only
667 and "71' respectively.
2,346 miles of new road were built,
Foreman Bennett, who had charge and In the following year there were
rrom
of the shops in the l.as Vegas yards onlv 1,899 miles constructed,
wan sent to Raton several days agojl894 to 1895 again the addition to the
by the railroad company, and William total mileage of the country was 1,700
Sharp has been given the position of miles, and In the following year, from
1895 to 1896, the gain was only 1.654.
night foreman at las Vegas.
From 1896 to 1897 the increase only
from
The first car load of Florida or- amounted to 1,822 miles, and ranged
anges ever received iu Albuquerque that until 1904 the yearly gain
to 4.000 miles. In the
arrived yesterday and are being dis- from 2.000gross
earnings per mile of
pensed among local merchants by the meantime
Bittner-StamProduce company, to road have increased about 50 per cent.
which company the car was con- In 1892 they were $6,852, whereas In
1904 they had Increased to $9,305.
signed.
Klneer

e

BANK

the Territory of
New Mexico, at the close of business,
November 9th, 1905:

at Albuquerque,

In

Resource.

$290,707.36
Ixians and Dlsfounu
Overdrafts, secured and un12,771.55
secured ..
U. S. Bonds to secure cir100.000.00
culation
6.0G8.75
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Banking house, furniture
5,392.41
an l fixtures
Due from National Banks '
(not reserve agents) .... M,r.62.43
Due from State Banks and
854.42
Bankers
reDue
from approved
37,5"8.97
serve agents
Checks and other cash
2,010.79
Items
Notes of other National
'2,300.00
Banks
Fractional naner eurreno .
966.70
nickels, and cents
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, vlr.:
$11,868.15
Specie

o

trains.

CommenclniE tomorrow, the Califor
nia limited on the Santa Fe will carry
pouch mall from the east. The mall
Tor
Albuquerque from points east,
which usually reaches here on No, 1,
at night, will arrive and be distrib
uted before noon, almost tweniy-iou- r
hours ahead of the present seneciuie

Fnelnp S31 was backed Into by a
freight train between Las Vegas and
Raton Wednesday morning, and the
pilot of the engine, the smoke stack
and the relief valve were knocked off
and the rest of the front part of the
engine was badly battered up. The
damage is being repaJred at the shops
In Las Vegas.
The Southern Pacific company is
expending about $250,000 within twenty-mof Demlng in general repair
iles
work, building bridges and raising
the track above the probabilitycloudof
floods and
riomaira hv river
bursts. To do this, a small army of
men are employed, and most of the
food supplies are purchased at Demons, which materially adds to the income of the merchants and grocery-me- n
of that town.

a

a

a

FOR
NORTHERN NEW

of Trumbull Avenue

RAILROAD

MEXICO.

See the man with, the white horse on the ground Sunday
morning', between 9 and 12 o'clock.
SURETY INVESTMENT CO.. Owners - - HO vS. Second St.

Demand certificates of de
110,613.78
posit
436.50
Certified checks
A
Cashier's checks outstand
328.35
ing

TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS RAILROAD TIME TABLE

Big Book House Failed

STOCK MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
AT FROM 10 TO 60 CENTS ON
County of
THE DOLLAR.

Territory of New Mexico,
Bernalillo, ss:
of the
I, J. B. Herndon, cashier
above-namebank, do solemnly Bwear
that the above statement is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
J. B. HEKNDvJN, wasnier.
Correct Attest:
D. A. MACPHERSON,
d

I. A. DYE.
D. H. CARNS,

Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 15th day of November, 1905.
P. F. M'CANNA, Notary Public

THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICES.
Our
Late- copyrights were $1.50.
price 38 cents. List includes "The
Christian." "Call of the Wild," "Brew-

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eaetbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. mSouthbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15

National Bank
First
Territory
at
Albuquerque, ia the
of New Mextco
close of business, November 9th, 1905

at the

ster's Millions," "Graustark," "Th
Castaway," David Harum," etc. En.
cyclopedia Brittanica, 10 vols., half
leather, regular $36.00, our price $7.75.
Charles Dickens complete works, 11
vols., regular $15.00, our price, $2.95.
WORLD'8 BEST
Xmas Special.
POETS. Shakespeare, Longfellow and
48 others.
Full
Le Luxe edition.
leather, padded, pure gold edges, reg70
each.
price,
cents
ular $1.50; our
Every book guaranteed to be new,
or your
satisfactory,
perfect and
p. m.
money back without question or quibLocal freight train. No. 99, southbling.
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carPractically any book or set of books
ries passengers.
you want at a fraction of the retail
Arrives From South.
price while they last. Get our free No. 10, Mexico
Express, arrives 6:50
bargain list before ordering.
a. m.
Save 60 to 90 per cent on Christmas No. 10
makes all local stops east of
book.
Albuquerque.
Write for It today.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
III.
Chicago,
Dept. 4.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK AllSan Francisco.
trains dally.
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
PLANING MILL.

The Platte, Canon Fuel and Power
company Is preparing to build a rail
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
road from Denver to Raton, N. M.,
H. E. No. S968.
and a branch from some point on the
Denver-Ratoroad to AuiityfColo., Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ocsays the Colorado Springs Gazette.
tober 31, 1905.
The road will be built primarily to
Notice is hereby given that the foltransport the coal produced by the
company at its mines in Platte can lowing named settler has filed notice
ana of his Intention to make final proof
Superintendent R. J. Parker, of the yon, but It will handle an inegnt
in support of his claim, and that said
may
passenger
business
it
that
Santa
western grand division of the
proof will be made before the protrains
Fe. was in the city between
the
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexincorporated
has
concern
The
headhis
this morning en route to
ico, on December 6, 1905, Tlx., Juan
railway.
Southeastern
and
Denver
Parker
Mr.
quarters at La Junta.
Bautlste Kowemisneh, of Valencia
for
w
$1,000,000,
capital
a
of
stock
ith
the
on
met President Ripley down
purpose of carrying out the rail county. New Mexico, for the SV4
Rio Grande division, in company with the
are NWVi, N SW, section 28, township
nonurnl Mnaeer A. G. Wells, of the road project. Eastern capitalists will
12 north, range 7 west.
Connections
scheme.
the
behind
SuperintendSanta Fe coast lines, and
He names the following witnesses
big
or
more
of
the
one
with
Mr.
wade
be
Ripley
ifid
ent Tampa Kurn. Mr.
prove bis continuous residence
to
so
com'
entering
the
Denver
railroads
Mr.
u-nwpst
while
tnrnerV
at Isleta.
- pany will have a right of way into upon
and cultivation oi saia iana,
Albuto
came
"I Thank the Lord!"
away the
A fine place to wnlit
Parker and Mr..' . Kurnm..i
nn thn road viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
o tha nnfnn- rittrint. Wnrlf
"
Little Rock,
nuerque.
,, : ,
Presiueni mpiey
Powto, hours at ihe pool ball. No. 115 Weat cried "Hannah Plant, or
Teodoro
Alonza
and
Bisenta
Degm
iiunieumie.y.
win
Kama
of
the
Ark.,
for the relief I got from Buck-ten'- s
general trip of Inspection
Railroad avenue.
The directors of the railroad com all of Laguna, New Mexico.
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearMANUEL. R. OTERO,
pany are L. W. Herring. Elder H. Tu
EH AND WD MEN. ful running sores, which nothing else
M
Register.
nis, H. Ogle Tunis, T. B. Doane, W. O.
Um Blc fti for unnatural
would heal, and from which I had sufTHE SANTA FE'S
o
Berlin, of
diirhareea.iDflamaiaUoDa. fered for five years."
It is a marvel
FIVE CENT SUIT. Temple and William C.Washington;
Cloaking- Astrachar)
u)araitotit
M
11
or
Irritation
Jf asiUrull.
of Denver, and I. C. Cockey,
cuts,
and wounds.
burns
for
.(rUiar.
ous
healer
Cloakttigs
CurranJ
for
Judge
Astrachan
against
of
Fine
line
Rill
Bult
The
F. A. Sherwood, Philadelphia, and T. children's coats, in shades of Green,
rr.nHrairiM. pinlnt, Dd Dot Mtria. l niinrnntAA t,v all tritetrlHta: ' 25c.
itvmCHtaiMLCO.
Tazewell county, Illinois, which was
or pu:.noua.
fro!
Y.
N.
Whiting,
Dulaney.
&
IMIBHTt,O.ROTBS
Navy and Fancy Mixed, sold up to
brought by the Atchison, Topeka
r"aU,
Spend your leisure time at the pool
plain arappar.
aont
five cents
$2.50 yard, reduced for this salato
4 1k Ct.4. 2 14 or
Santa Fe railroad to collect dismissed
pr apr, prapaia
hall at No. 115 West Railroad
THEY ARE SATISFIED
$1.00 yard, at The Golden Rule Dry
'M Si uo. i.rbottl-S2.storage charges, has been
Circular aat a. laa.
Goods Co.
by the road, and the costs amounting
to $50, paid by that company. Some FIREMEN SAY THEY HAVE NO
uuur
time ago the Judge oraerea aclaims
GRIEVANCE AGAINST SANTA FE
for his safe. It came, but he
and
arrival
of
its
notified
he waa not
Thomas Burke, chairman, and the
when he went after it a bill of five other eighteen members of the Joint
nlm.
to
handed
was
storage
cents for
protective board of the firemen emHe declined to pay It and suit upwas ployed on the Atchison, Topeka &
in
come
to
was
due
case
filed. The
Santa Fe system proper, the line beroad de- tween
the circuit court soon, but the
Chicago and El Paso, continued
to
cheaper
be
would
cided that it
their conference, with James E. Hurpay
the
and
action
withdraw the
ley, general manager of the company,
costs.
general superintendent,
F. C. Fox,
a a
Alfred Lovell, of Chicago, the superin- BUILDING
MUCH RAILWAY
tendent of motive power, F. N. RisCONFIDENTLY EXPECTED. teen, of Topeka, mechanical superinH.
Diverse views expressed by E.
tendent of the eastern grand division,
Harriman and James J. Hill as to the and C. M. Taylor, of La Junta, me
amount of competitive railroad build chanical superintendent of the westing to be done in the near luture nae ern grand division, at Topeka, Wedgiven rise to no end of discussion nesday. This conference was held
Many of the in the office of General Manager Huramong railroad men.
most experienced and the most prac- ley.
of the
its purpose is to adjust all the
tical of this class are strongly
as grievances
opinion that whether regarded
that may have developed
years
competitiev or not, the next few
on the part of the firemen against the
will see a great deal of new construc- company during the last year, and it
of is stated that such grievances as are
tion work accomplished. The needs
it and up for consideration are of minor
the country, they say. demand
new roads are certain to lie supplied.
its presThe members of the joint protective
The great west has outgrown
ent railroad capacity and its impera-to board have been in 'session for their
annual meeting at Topeka for a numtive call for enlarged facilities
of the orhandle its commerce cannot be ig- ber of days. The
ganization coinuel them to be in sesnored nor neglected.
DERIVED SOLELY FROM
MADE FROM CREAM
a a a
slon for a certain number of days
'
ATTEMPTS CRIME
each year for the purpose of receiving
TO SECURE wum
anv erievanetH that the firemen may
MOST DELICIOUS AND WHOLEThese
Attempting to wreck a train for the have against the company.
by the
purpose of securing employment in ! grievances are considered
FRUIT ACIDS
SOME
assisting to clear away the wreckage board and are then taken up with the
striking
coinpauy.
of
somewhat
otticers
the
Is the novel and
Thomas Burke, the chairman of the
confession made by Jose Gabiel Maes,
board, is authority for the statement
a Mexican wuo was unroucu ....
tViA norer.fi uh(l tried thar thn flrinun liavo nn erU'vaiirH of
A
to wreck a Colorado & Wyoming pasu a general character against the
j,any and that the relations between
train last week by driving
firemen and the company are
spike between the rails, says a Trinl-hThe wreck was only pleasant. A number of grievances of
world-wid- e.
iad dispatch.
3artially successful, as only the r'ara ptuy character have teen received
the
before
being
the
are
Jumped
taken
track.,
and
these
enpine
trucks of the
The loaded passenger train narrowly officers of the road for adjustment,
a new agreement between the
escaped rolling down an embankment
men and the company was entered
the river. At the preliminary
was fixed at $1,- - into last March and the general terms
bearing Maes'
000, and the case set for trial Novem- of this agreement are satisfactory to
ber 18. The officials are Inclined to both sides. It Is probable that as a re
is insane,
sult of this conference there will be
believe that the man
a a a
some amendments made to this agree
ment, but they will be of a minor
RAILWAY FACILITIES HAVE
DECREASED RECENTLY. character and It is thought that it will
If comparison is made with popula- not be n"cessary to draft a new agreetion there has been an actual decrease ment as he present one Is generally
to
iu railroad facilities, in the last ten satisfactory.
As Boon as the conference is con
or twelve years. In 18i3 the, number
In
sale is
of miles of railroad for every 10,000 cluded the numbers of the board
mo3t
In 1903, it will meet and elect officers for the
inhabitants was 20.39.
alum-phosphaIt must be remembered ensuing year and will then adjourn.
was 26 03.
te
in this
that these figures take in the whole
Be
terriIn
Don't
Deceived.
the
country, but It has been
shall
tory west of the Mississippi river that Do not be deceived by counterfeits
taken when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
development
has
greatest
the
& Co. Is on
place. In sections of New England name or K. C.
of
fliere has been retrogression rather every box of the geinuine. Piles in
away
form
west
pass
will
great
soon
worst
their
nroaresslon,
but the
than
sale of
lias
nas been advancing with leaps and if you will apply PeWlu's Witch
areas
of it which for Hazel Salve night and mornine. lie
Large
bounds.
years were supposed to be barren and for Cuts, iiurns. Boils, Tetter, EcM.
zema, etc. Mis
H. Middleton,
unproductive have been made to
in luxuriance and have been Thehee, 111., gays: "I was seriously
twenty-fiv- e
proved to be the richest and most aftlicted with a fever sore that was
productive territory In the union. They very painful. DeWltt's Witch Hazel
are calling aloud for improved rail Salve cured me In a few days. Sold
roal farV:"os ar.d tfcMr cry csrr.r be hy all rtrueglats.

RESOURCES.
$1,318,334.16
Loans and Discounts
34,321.84
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
200,000.00
"U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation
U.XS. Bonds to secure U. 8. Deposits
100,000.00
9,000.00
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds
37,322.60
Bonds, securities, etc
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
38,500.00
'
Other real estate owned
25,000.00
Due from National
Banks (not .reserve

-

n

ii

price of all
south

PIER ILOT

5,000.00

$525,529.53

per week.

$1

Mojnidl&y Nooim we will advance 4lie
lo4s aim time Easterns Addition,

26,336.15

Total

down,

$10

$100, $150, $20O

210 LOTS SOLD IN THE LAOT FIVE MONTHS

Fedemption

fund with U.
S. Treasurer (5 per cent
of circulation)

Today's price,

new houses now building
in the Eastern Addition.

14,468.00

notes

Scott accompanied him.
Scott has been connected with the
Santa Fe since the days of long ago,
when the road was little more than a
"jerkwater," running some hundred
miles or more across the plains of
Kansas. As the road branched out,
Mr. Scott, owing to his efficiency, was,
advanced in position, until at present
he holds the Important position of
assistant to the .treasurer of the system.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott will remain several days In the city, seeing the sights
and enjoying the delightful climate,
and incidentally, visiting their old
friends. Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Yocum,
Mr. Yocum being agent of the Santa
Fe here, with whom Mr. Scott used
to be associated in Topeka.
NEW

31

Legal-tende- r

$525,529.53
Total
Liabilities.
SAW SANTA FE GROW
$100,000.00
In
TO IMMENSE CORPORATION. Capital Slock paid
uroflts. less ex
J. F. Scott, one of the oldest em- Undivided
penses and taxes paid... 11,513.29
ployes in the service of the Atchison,
National
Bank Notes out
presTopeka & Santa Fe railway, and
100,000.00
standing
ent assistant to the treasurer, with of- Due
National
to other
fices in Topeka, Kan., arrived in Santa
6,068.97
Banks
Fe last night, on a short pleasure
deDoslts subject
trip, says the New Mexican. Mrs. Individual
196,568.64
to check

The Alauiogordo Advertiser says AlCharles
len Henderson has succeeded
Scott as driver for the Wells-FargExpress company's delivery wagon.
Charlie will leave in a few days for
Albuqueroue where he will take a run
as messenger 'on one of the express

f WARNING

?

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

PAGE THREE.

agents)

154,357.15

Due from State Banks and Bankers
Due from Approved Reserve Agents

84366.63
847388.7

1,132.19
Checks and other Cash Items
105,875.00
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels and Cents
1,137.52
Lawful Money Reserve In Bank, via:
Specie
9114,046.00
,
Legal-tende- r
1,009.00
notes

'

165,055.00

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per
- cent of circulation)

I..

Total

10,000.00

$3,130,78431

'

...

LIABILITIES.
Capital 8tock Paid In
$ 200,000.00
Surplus Fund (
60,000.00
Undivided Profits, less Expenses and Taxes
Paid
48,19538
200,00030
National Bank Notes Outstanding
Due to other National Banks
294,14333
Due to 8tat Banks and Banker
91,68037
1,171,202.61
Individual Deposit subject to check
946,06038
Time Certificates of Deposit
4,673.99
Certified Checks
28,58730
Cashier's Checks Outstanding
58,47235
United States Deposits
Deposits of U. 8. Disbursing Officers
37,768.93

I

P

1

'

1

Total

Territory

of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, se:
I, Frank McKee, Cashier of the above-namebank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement Is true to
the 3est of my knowledge and belief.
d

Qi

FRANK McKEE, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of
November, 1905.
.SAM'L PICKARD, Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,
M. W. FLOURNOY,

Cream
Baking Powder

PURE WHOLESOME

RELIABLE

$3,130,78431

H. F. RAYNOLDS,

Directors.

0

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way
VIA

s

OF TARTAR

-

I

0

El

GRAPES, THE

Paso and Southwestern System

e

fire-iiit-

i

Its superiority is unquestioned.
Its fame
Its use a protection and a guarantee
against alum food.

health. In
baking powders are detrimental
prohibited.
many states
foreign countries their
country the law requires that alum and
be branded to warn consumers that they contain an
powders
Columbia, Congress
imheaithful ingredient, while in the District
food that contains alum.
forbidden absolutely the
Alum baking powders may be distinguished by their price
cents a pound.
one cent an ounce or from ten to

Alum

Ie-Wi- tt

pro-Jic-

0
0
0
0
0

OF ALL

com-t-eng-

1

Rock Island System

0

Between

0
0

0

t
Chicago,
0
St. Louis, Kansas City and o
0
The Great Southwest
Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

Dining- -

Cars

cart.

meals a ia

o

WIDE VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH

WITHOUT CHANGE,

Tbe shortest, quickest and best line bet wean tie Great Lakes,
the MUslsslppl Valley and the Pacific Coast.
GAR-SET-T

V. R. STTLES.

KINO,
Geo. Act.

0

Qen. Passenger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Aft

0
0
0

New Tailor Shop.
Nature Needs But Little.
A. .1. Morelli, tbe well known tailor,
Nature ned only a Tittle Early Riser
now anil ttiea to keep the bowels h.n reopened a tailor shop on North
clean, the liver active, and the system First street, where be Is ready ti
free from bile, headache, conatlpa clean, press and repair ladies'
clolhlnn. Suits made to order.
tion, etc. The famous little piiu
"Karly Risers" are pleasant In effect Patronage of fortaer customer golicn- and perfection In action. '1 ney never ea.
gripe or sicken, but tone and strength- "Mother was lucky" papa bought,
en the liver aud kidneys. Sold by all
druggls's.
jgas range.
.

ALHUQUEltOUE

PACE FOUR.

one of nature's scenic wonders was called to the attention of the president some weeks ago by a civic association of New York.
This organization expressed dei p
Published Daily ami Weekly
concern over the encroachments upon the flow of water
:ind predicted that as a result of operations of the elecBy The Citizen Publishing Company
tric development plants, fnc'ed n the American ami
w7 T. McCREIGHT
W. s7sTRICKLER
t'anadian fides of the strctim. the Milunie of water would
be decreased and the nnt tral beauty of the falls would
Business .MniRor
President
be impaired.
In connection with the nog.ftintinti i it will be necessary for the two govt iTiments to consSler the effect upon
The morning paper claims to linvc received a
the industries already established on both sides of the
Rcstion from a business man, ami no it pnieeeds to print stream.
At the present time there are In operation or
and endorse it.
The mippi'stlon Is snfliciemly remark- under construction on the banks of the Niagara river
,'oo.oiit)
horseable in itself lint Its Inferiority falls fur below tlie more electrical power plants of a combined
power.
remarkable endorsement which that paper rotifers
In addition to this amount the projected improveupon It.
ments
anil the plants to be erected tinder charters given
The suggestion is Hi at "since New Mexico will bo by the state (.f New York and Ontario government, will
practically without representation In the l7:"uh) congress, Increase the horsepower developed to lioo.nmt.
The estiwhich will convene the first .Monday of next month. It mate! gross Income of the power companies is in the
would pay Hie people of the territory" to make a volun- neighborhood of tlO.nnn.wm per nnmim.
tary monthly contribution in order to send to Washington a man to represent it. The suggestion also selects
American boots and shoes purchased by Mexico
Mr. Kofley for the position and says that he "would he during the seven months of the present calendar year,
recognized aa the representative of the territory to all ending July 31, had a value of $717.Hir, gold, or nearly
intents and purposes, except that he would not be entitled $1.5110,1100 In Mexican currency.
This amount repreto a seat on the floor of the house."
sents an Increase of over $:!oo,on0 in gold over the preridicuSuch Is the suggestion, and a more aosurdly
ceding year.
The fact that heavy purchases of boots
lous one never entered the mind of a sane human being. and shoes were made to avoid the increase tariff on
In the first place, It proceeds upon an absolutely erron- manufactured leather goods, which went Into effect
eous assumption, which is that New Mexico will bo September 1, was partly responsible for the great inpractically without representation in the coming con- crease.
,
gress.
On the contrary, W. H. Andrews Is the delegate
to congress from New Mexico, so recognized and accepted by the federal government, from which he has been
i
DOES CHRISTIANITY TEACH
tlrawing his salary as delegate since the 4th of last
That Delegate
March, when Mr. Rodey's time expired.
PREJUDICE AGAINST JEWS?
Andrews will be at the opening of congress and will take
At least, so far,
bis seat, scarcely admits of doubt.
From the Denver News.
only death can prevent his doing so; for while there have
0000X3C0XOCKX)000XXXXOCCX(X
been suits brought against him In connection with the
Enterprise bank matter, they have not been decided,
The indignant and pained amazement expressed in
and even If they had been, they are not of a criminal Mr.
Bayley's answer to Mr. Friedman will, we believe,
character, being merely civil suits for alleged indebtedThat
ness, and carrying with them no shadow of ground for voice the sentiment of all Christian teachers.
eongresslonal action.
lluce, it remains an just said, Jewish children are usually made to realize that they are
that Mr. Andrews without doubt will be present at the Jews by Gentile playmates is probably true, but that
opening of congress and take his seat as delegate from "hatred of
the Jew Is systematically fostered In Sunday
.
New Mexico.
That Mr. Rodey would be recognized as an oltleial schools and Christian homes" Is hardly true.
The News has no interest in this matter except to
representative of New Mexico, "to all intentss and purposes," while the territory has a legally selected and remove misunderstandings from the minds of various
accepted delegate, Is too childish for a moment's consid- factors in the community factors equally respected and
eration. Could Mr. Rodey be induced to put himself In admired. It would also gladly help to remove whatever
so ridiculous an attitude, (which The Citizen does not
abuse and prejudices exist to the regret of Christian and
believe would be possible, for no one knows better than Jew alike.
h edoes the impracticability of such a madcap scheme)
Children are cruel in their thoughtlessness
and
the very first member of congress whom he might ap- shallow fun making.
Every
this
finds
childs
him
suggest
on
proach
New "Mexico business would
to
out.
Every
child learns that, he Is a "dago."
that the said business would better come through the Every GermanItalian
child Is "Dtttchy."
Fvery Jewish child
Apart from this, it would seem to Is
territorial delegate.
liable In the same way and for the same reason to
many both in congress and out of It, that Mr. ltodey,
having been defeated by Mr. Andrews both before the hear himself called a "sheeny."
To be sure, if good manners and fine feeling were
nominating convention and at the polls, whether by fair
means or foul few would stop to learn, his going to carefully instilled into the minds of all children in all
Washington and there attempting to supplant Delegate homes, and If children always behaved as their home
In training dictates, none of these things would happen.
Andrews would be considered morethan indelicate.
But this, unfortunately,
not the situation In this
addition Mr. Rodey Is now engaged in the work of Joint faulty
old world.
Children delightedly catch at every
statehood, and like one of old he would reply to the suggestion in the morning paper, "I am engaged In a great chance to tease their playmates even when In good
and at every chance to torment when In a hateAnd, finally, such effort humor,
work and cannot come down."
to supplant hit) rival, ''to all intents and purposes," would ful mood.
That there Is more or less prejudice to be met by
prove very Injurious to his governorship prospects, as
the Jewish people even In America Is undoubtedly true,
two
not
functions
could
be
combined.
the
The good things which the suggestion says about but for this the Chrlsitan Sunday schools are not responJewish seclusion and racial pride have much to
Mr. Rodey and which the. morning paper endorses, were sible.
do with It.
Jewish cleverness and success In busines
much more appropriate before the nomination took place
.something to do with It.
also
A prosperous busihave
delegate.
New
Mexico
they
a
The
are
when
than
has
ness
naturally
class,
petty
receives
the
jealousy and disCitizen Bald them at the time, while the Journal was one
unprosperous and competing.
But In this, trust of both the
of the bitterest opponents Mr. Rodey had.
Btft that any Intelligent part of any American comas In all else, he Journal shows Itself to be a true after- munity
deliberately encourages this feeling is far from
Bringing out Mr. Rodey's qualifications for delemath.
truth.
The churches are as little responsible for
the
gate, months after the qeustlon has been settled, is only
whatever prejudice exists against the Jews as the Jewish
an additional' indication of how the morning paper tails people
are for the occasional purse-proumember of their
on behind The Citizen.
race whom the shallow persist In taking as typical of all.
The discussion will not, however, be unavailing if it
make parents more careful to check in their children
The New York Globe and Commercial Advertiser has the coarse brutality which gets its fun by giving thoughtthis to say of the Hearst vote In the recent New Yolk less wounds to others. Epithets and such names baaed
on peculiarities of either personal appearance, race or
election:
"While it is true that Mr. Hearst received practically language are. as ill bred as they are provincial and
narrow.
en masse the support of the reckless and amuck-runnlnIf parents can control anything in their children's
classes that would destroy existing institutions without
thought of consequence or substitutes, the votes of these conduct they should be able to show them the abominable
alone would not have summed up anything like 225,000. Indecency of thl kind of rudeness.
The socialistic and the
the anarchistic
do not number this many.
Of the
and
thousands who marched behind the Hearst banner perBOSTON'S SUPREMACY IN
haps a majority were controlled by the thought of rebuking graft in politics and greed In business life. A feelBAKING AND EATING BEANS
ing of exasperation recruited one hundred votes where
From the Utah State Journal.
municipal ownership did ten."
The New York Sun, having been democratic through
XXXXXXCKXX0OOCKXXXX0000
so many years of its former brilliant career under the
elder Dana, seems to be actuated either by its old politiFrom time Immemorial; from the days when George
cal leaning towards democracy, or, which la more prob- Washington planted his guns on Dorchester heights and
able, like most perverts, it desires to
the Hero served notice on the
minions of King George
of republicanism himself in its opposition to Hearst s that It was time for' them to make a quick movement
course.
It says:
toward Halifax, Boston has eaten beans.
The consump"The sympathies of the community In its hour JI tion of beans in that city has been more per capita than
Quite in any city in the world. The learned professor In his
reflection ami sobriety are not with Mr. Hearst.
the reverse. There is a widespread sense of relief from dressing gown devoured beans for breakfast; the child
a .grave disaster and a calamity which was not rightly in didles was weaned ou beans; the little girls and boys;
apprehended before it had been averted."
the old men and their ancient wives; the young man and
The Republican, of Denver, makes comment on these his sweetheart, all, all, ate beans.
statements that "there is in these comments nothing to
The Boston Herald is authority for the following sta
indicate 1hat the people of the metropolis had to any con- tistics relative to the consumption of beans in the Athens
siderable extent taken the "municipal ownership" war cry of America:
"Bostonlans spend annually for beans,
of the Hearst faction as iinything more than it appeared $8,247,840.
They consume in quarts, 10,111)7,120, and in
to be from this distance a resonant shlboleth that pounds, 21,994.240, or thirty-sevequarts to each individserved the purpose of a day without any real expecta- ual, or 148 pounds.
There are in the city two concerns
tion of its being taken Seriously as a political principle." whose sole business is .the baking of beans.
One of
There are two facts which the papers essaying to be these companies, uses 4,000 quarts each week and the
The most remarkable feature of this releaders of thought in either of the two great political other 10. ooo.
parties would do well to put into the pipe of their medita-ion- markable consumption of beans consists in the fact that
One fact is that undeniably the demand steadily Increases, there having been 1,500
and thoroughly smoke.
a strong and growing sentiment Is tending towards more barrels of beans sold In Boston in 1904 than in
municipal ownership of monopolist it utilities, mid this is 1903."
independent of and without reference to ocialism or any
Boston is the home of the baked bean. It was there
other political ism thus far crysiallzcd into political or- 'the art was discovered. Centuries of experience in cookganization.
In fact this seiu itnent x dividing alike the ing beans has made Boston perfect.
In Boston the beans
socialist.--. Hie democrats and the republican.
are cooked as they should be cooked, and while the New
The second fact Is that throughout the country, the England and the middle states have imitated her, y.)
people have arisen In their wrath against bussism In Boston belongs the credit for first knowing how to cook
party, with Ms inseparable adjuncts of corruption and bi'aus. just as much as to Kli Whitney belongs the credit
thievery; and to overthrow this I.ossImh 'he. iieiip:
.lei il.i d.:;o:i gin and Fulton the steamboat.
Let us
u..., ;!..:: Jo'-r
willing to vote for any candidate of who-,- o rob Boston of her glory In this respect; let us
is reasonable probability, or who can be cuuaieil u,.. ,i i.. a',.e i:f our Ua;.i to Boston and her beaus.
In fact, lo tal,e av,a..
secure even a large minority.
in i ir.tr beans are cooked In a pan, with a buutt
from political positions the opportunity and Hie incite- oi bacoti- - i.iuuky old bacon.
Or, perhaps, they come
ment for graft and corruption which cause the birth and from a can, smothered with tomato ketchup made down
maintenance of bossism, Is the fundamental reason with In Nebraska, or perhaps canned In Denver, because Denver cans beat.s.
In Denver the cook serves beans either
multitudes for favoring municipal ownership.
The end of this revolt against bossism and Its Insep- underdone or ilse too well done, In that they are allow ed
to sit in the oven until they are dry and tasteless and the
arable attendants, is not yet.
bacon is crb.pe.1.
Don't say they do not; the writer
lived in Denver once ami ate Denver beans.
This Is an
actual cxperh nco that Is In ing related, In so far as Dent ver and Boston heaps are concerned .
It seems that at last a united effort on the part
But lu Boston, ah, in Boston:
the l ulled States and Canada is to be made to preserve
Beaus are gently
It has been apparent for
Niagara Fails.
time parboiled until a proper chemical condition Is reached:
that the falls have been gradually wearing away. It is then tiiey are lovlmly transmitted to an earthen Jar and
ilov, ii just ri :ht.
(Her the top of those beans is.
not probable that there would be "much change ooi in Hos-'eis P iced some line ol.1 sugar cane molasses; none of your
len of this count r.v but
the life of the youngest
ups," the quantity varying according to
certain in 1be course of a very long time the
eat fails i n- - ii k
t
W'.i li'ii-. ton
A recent
would be lessened.
Tl en inserted In the jar Is a piece
t' e sie of ttte jar.
said:
of pickled pork, fr honed to a degree where Its salt-ne-Niagara Fails are to be pli served as one of the e..
t appeals. H'trr which the Jar Is placed In an
j
wonders of the world, under formal an onu m Ik ium ii oven, first being sealed so that none of the beany aroma
The hand of in- can e.seaiie.
the L'nited ritates and (Ireat Britain.
U is watched as tenderly as a mother
dustry which has been diverting the waters from this watcher, lo r first born when afflicted with the measles.
stupendous cataract is to be stayed.
In accordance with It Is watched as carefully as a young man watches his
Instructions given by the president, Seeretary Hoot will lady love dancing with his rival at a public ball.
At the
JnIMr.tr i)p"otfillrin with Plr Mortimer ltrand. Mrttlb proner timo II Is taken from the oven and then with
aiubab-adofor the purpose of limiting the use of the New i:itglan.i corn bend, made in the form of a raised
loaf, the Bostonlan eats his beans and dreams of t ho
waters if Niagara river for industrial purposes.
The prospect of the destruction of Niagara Falls as delights of the other shore.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

Want
to Drop a
Hint

SILLY SUGGESTIONS
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We
Offer to supply you "With anything In
our line, at price that are fair and
square, and we are now making

$12 Refrigerator
(8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowl

Decorated

..

China,

per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Set
35c Glat Water Pitcher
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harness

FOURTH

never deal In trash. It's noth-inshort of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a boy.

The Clothier and Furnisher.

$1050

-

d
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r,

j

s
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T

AVE.

SELLING OF HIGH GRADE
PIANOS ts not an experiment with

0
0

Every Instrument which finds a
place In pur salesroom has been tested
and found true. We Invite lovers of
good music and prospective piano buyus.

r?ANDi

III

II)

2

i0

JEMEZ HOT

They speak for

r

Carries the L'nited States mall;
only line vith a change of stock en
route; goon rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

THE SQUARE

DEALERS.

MUSIC

i0

206 SOUTH

STREET.

CHRISTMAS COOKING.

FOR

The finest flour la an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
The "Empress"
and pastry.
hrand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any par- tlcular. its flavor Is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious quail- ties so" desirable in a family

Owing to the large demand
for my own brands of Cigars,
and limited space, I am forced
to sell all of R. Massey & Co.'s
brands of Cigars at half price.

:"" flour.

'

-

M. BERGER
West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

114

for

25c; 10c and Two

SECOND

00Os000K00 &0C00OtX0 ooooo

mOQO0909000000

at Eight for

0

LEARNARD & L1NDEMANN

I

NOTICE!

5c Cigars

2
0

Take advantage of our REMOVAL SALE.

now.

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

and BUSH & LANE Pianos.
themselves-4ement- s

IN G BROS,
;

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxx
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HOUSE

25c Cigars will be sold at Five for 25c,

until they are all sold.
I

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

117 South Second Street
M. GUSSARQFF, 115 W. Railroad Avenue

FURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

0)0000C000C 0000000COs0
THE NEW YORK FAIR

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

ANTON 10 ARMIJO & CO.

Furnishing

Gent's

Goods Now Arriving
Auto Phone 601.

Special Sales Every Saturday.

121 N.

Third Street

0000000CHOa0 00OsKsOs00K00
WHERE TO DlNE WELL
Santa F"e Restaurant
REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.

Time, Labor
and Money
The savlrtg of tlms mean oexnff.
. Ths
The saving of 4abor msna
saving f money mean sssiwmy. AN
these savings can beat s attains by
Installing

IN

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Tassenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

s

NIAGARA FALLS

MANDELL

AT.

40

am

d

SAVE,

g

I

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c

Prop.
C. GRANNIS,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo.. 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.- Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,

g

i

.

ers to look at cur high grade CHICK ER-

PURITY IN POLITICS

(

,

BIoceo

$9
.$6.75
$8
25c
at 20

ST. AND RAILROAD

fctrTiX

fSi-'

piece Suits, from .$4.50 to $7.50
Siiits, from .$4.50 to $6.50
Boy Overcoats, from. .$3.50 to $9.00

3

XXXXXXXXXTSrXX ITXXXZXXXX2X
CLUB
LIVERY AND h
3 LONDON
'
si
U
FEED STABLES
Corner Second and Marquette. M

f.

V--

(mTT

Albuquerque
Hardware
O000000000
Company

d

00000000XX0X00

ii

.$3.00 to $6.00

2 piece Suits, from

Special Prices
On the Following
Haviland

17, 1905'.

NOVEMBER

About the boy's clothing question.
The bey who I clothed her will
wear bitter clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If hh
parents are not particular about
where they buy.

,

I

FRIDAY,

.

I

I

III

PENINSULAR RANGE
cta

NUTS- Direct shipment, new stock.
Juttbo Almonds, lb.
Junbo Pecans, lb.
Junbo Filberts, lb.
Junbo Brazils, lb.
They are largest and finest
nuts we ever saw; call and
Inspect before buying.

THANKSGIVING

25c

small bricks,
per pound

ORIOLE

price

MAMMOTH

EREL A jumbo
size, each

15C

I

t

Fresh shipments by express
every week.
P
Gothaer Cervelat, Ii..
Salami, lb
UUU
.

t

rlP

lb

Br.iuchwelger Leber- wuret, lb

Prices In Plain Figures $30 and Up

s

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

UU

bricks,

the

if Albuquerque

20c
0

ORIOLE

Exclusive agent
Oyster

good I

I

Q

f

A

UU

CO.,

205

Gold

Ays,

-

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL, froprl0tot
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlnr.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.

CROMARTY

BLOATERS
ach I R 0
U
one labeled , li for I

School Books and Supplies

MACKEREL

but
stock, each

FURNITURE

:40 c

BLACK EAGLE LIMBUR'JER
A fine old limburger. scientifically cured, soft aid mel
low. Put up in twoj

pound
pound

at a fair valuation.

MACK

J

NORWAY
Small,

Ins.

o

USINGER SAUSAGE

Frankfurter,

BLUE LABEL MINIATURE
CREAM CHEESE
Made of
pure cream, very rich and del
icate.
Put up in

In dollars and
they coat no more. In quality tnay ar
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You ar most cordially Invited to examta our now

FRESH SMOKED

TONGUE--

A

OF ALL KINDS

new lot jLst received.

Kastn.an Kodaks anil I'htotMaphic
Supplies
I.mviR-y'Fine Stationery. Hurler's
Candies
Vedo Printing and le wlnpini; for Amateurs

The only
city market
the southwest

0.
v r

A. MATS ON & COMPANY

BARNETT BUILDING

205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

0
4

FRIDAY,

$10,000 BLAZE

FALL OF BRIDGE

VIGIL TO ANSWER FOR

AT

ATTEMPTED

LOCAL INDIAN SCHOOL

THE

CARPENTERS FATAL!

MURDER

Commissary Building With Many Cases Set for Trial at Richard Rogers and Lloyd
Phelps Succumb to InDecember Term of the
Contents Destroyed by
juries at Hospital.
District Court.
Fire Last Night.
BE

ARGIL

REBUILT

Ql'O WARRANTO

MOTION

PHELPS'

PARENTS

-

MARKETS
MONEY

-

Low Priced Selling of Fall Dress Goods

KOOL

ME'.Al

OF NEW
FALL DRESS
GOODS. FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS
A SALE

riositin quotations rccenrd I'.v T. J.
tin. f
Co., correspondent for Lo-in & Bryan, Harnett building.
Amalgamated Cipi r
s'"x
141'4
American Sugar
Atchison, common
Nl'i
: .
1"3
Atchison, iif.l
1B
&
Ohio
Baltimore
Brooklyn Rsinhl Transit
Canadian Pacific
('dorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern, common
"2
Colorado Southern, first
Colorado Southern, second ..
Chicago. Ore.-- Western, comi

ARE WEALTHY

.

I

Habit Dresg and Skirting Cloths;
Brown, Green, Navy, Tan and
Black; well worth 75c a yard;
priced now at

This DRESS GOODS

"OFFER"
IS OF

SPECIAL

a--

IMPORTANCE
To all women who consider the class
of Dress Goods, the time of year, and
above all the

"LOW

50

I

j

SOc ILd
SOc XLd

I
I

33hc M

All Wool Cheviot Serge, In
Black, Navy and Brown; worth
!0c; sale price
pieces Fancy Mixed Dress Goods;
7'ic values;
choice of entire lot,

PRICES"

n

SOc M

8

63c M

I

X!

I

SOc

at

58c M
42'2c
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
Brilllantlne;

h

Black, Green,

Na-

B

vy, Brown and Red; worth 85c a

yard; sale price

Visit our store and see the following
Great Values:

one-hal-

two-Inc-

SBc

Fine All Wool Challies, for 50c per
yard; pretty Half Wool Challies,
for

!

heavy, In Greys,

txtra

fiMnrh Ladle Clotb; all wool, in 15
different shades; a Bjdendld value,
at
r.' lnch Fine Broadcloths, In stylish
Dress Shades; worth $1.25 per
yard; you can buy them tiow for
very
tMuch Chiffon
Broadcloths;
newest shade; a $1.50 per yard
value; on sale for
pieces of Finest All Wool Fancy
French Flannels; sold up to $1.25
per yard; choke of lot at
25 pieces All Wool Walstlngs; "Fancy;" worth the per yard; sala
price

.

.

e

25c

In Grey

50 in.

Alter lying unconscious nr over
This mornlnn there was a call of the thirty-siblaze which was discovered shorthours, Kichard lingers and
AbA.
Judge
Ira
docket
In
and
criminal
the
ly after 7 o'clock lust niijht
Lloyd l'helps, the two bridge rarpen- many
the
cases
at
set
for
trial
bott
Indian
commissary building at the
lers employed ou the 5unl Mountain
school near this cliy, destroyed that December term of the district court.
railway, w ho fell from a bridge, m ar
case
Interesting
entail-inmost
Probably
the
contents,
building with all it
on Wednesday afternoon. Into
Ketner,
is
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be
will
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at
this
at between that
a loss estimated
canyon many ftv't below, are Kvie, common
a
rocky
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Territory
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the
12,wui.
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men were id ought to thisj F.rh Mrs-t-.
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dead.
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recent
by
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who
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the
The oritsin of the fir Is a mystf"rf,
morning and taken to Louisville & Nashville
yesterday
city
with
grand
Jury
for
assault
rltorial
an there was no fire of any kind in
No hope was Missouri Pacific
St. Joseph's hospital.
e
crin
alleged
The
Intent
murder.
7
to
the huildltiH. Shortly after o'clock was
1
recovery by Dr. M. Metropolitan
out
for
held
their
ago
at
year
a
over
committed
one of the, Indian boys discovered
were terribly Mexican Central
Wylder,
as
both
K.
meti
cases
important
Other
Harelas.
flames and smoke Issuing from the
I
their skulls having been New York Central
vs. Clauile injured,
roof of the structure near the middle those of the Territory charged
of Norfolk
X0
mass
one
bodies
and
their
crushed
h
wi
Baca,
Dnane
Jose
and
and he gave the alarm by ringing the
Reading,
common
bruises.
cuts
and
140i
a
Wagner,
William
stealing;
horse
fire bell uu the grounds. SuperintendIS!7
:e
Birth men were unconscious from Pennsylvania
ent Allen appeared on the scene al- member of the Albuquerque poll
294
picked up at the Rock Island, common
most Immediately after the turning force, charged with embezzlement and the timeof they were
7J
the canyon until death re- Hock Island, pfd
in of the alarm and ordered out the assault with Tntent to kill, and John bottom
26
& Steel, common
Rep.
Iron
Rogers
sufferings.
and
inciting
lieved
them
of
charged
with
their
Dunning,
In
the
fire brigade at the school.
Steel, pfd
ri7i
of expired at 11 o'clock last night and Rep. Iron
meantime he, with several other off- participating in a riot, the case
.'!
Phelps died this morning at o'clock. Southern Pacific
icials at the school, entered the build- Amelio McClure, the half breed negro,
176
murThat the men lived as long as they St. Paul
ing, but there was not a trace of charged with the brutal double
"&
der of two sheep men last summer, did is nothing short of marvelous as Southern Railway&
tire on the first floor.
101Vi
Coal
Tennessee
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Iron
enough
to
injuries
have
were
their
term.
this
trial
set
not
at
for
As soori as the fire department at was
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Texas Pacific
The following are the cases anj caused instant death.
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the school got a line strung to wa1321
Pacific,
common
Union
the
at
they
set
in
for
are
trial
the dates
The bodies have been taken
burning building and a stream of
S. S., common
37'4
charge by O. W. Strong's Sons, under IT.
ter playing on the flames, Mr. Allen next term of court :
102 V
S. 8., pf l
December 11.'.
takers, who have embalmed the re- IT.
sent in a telephone message to Chief
21
Win mains and are holding them pending Wabash, common
vs.
No. 2797. Territory
Burtiess, of the Albuquerque fire de41Vi
Rogers Wabash, pfd
instructions from relatives.
partment, asking assistance. The lo- Springer.
. 26'
No. i!8l!9, Territory vs. Rainium'o leaven a family at Sulphur Springs, Greene Copper
cal department responded and pro5274i
W
in the Jemez country and they have O. tk
ceeded as far as Mountain road. Here Salas.
No. 1!870. Territory vs. Raimumio been notified of his death.
it was discovered that the plug con- Salas.
Stock.
Chicago
Live
Little was at first known of Phelps,
nections at the school were for one
Chicago, Nov. 17. Cattle
December 12.
as he was a "floater" and blew into
f
inch hose, while the city
and
No. L'877, Territory vs. K Manisla lo the construction camp several weeks 2.000; market strong; beeves, $3.10
department only carried hose for a
ago and went lo work, but it is now 6.50; cows and heifers, $1.25ff 4.50;
connection,
therefore it Sals.
vs. Charles ascertained that he was the son of stockers and feeders, J2.105J4.15;
No. 2025. Territory
would have been useless for them to
wealthy people of Montague, Mich., Texans, $8.4uu4.25; westerns, $2.85
proceed further and they returned to Mainz. !!y28, Territory
vs.
Seferiho and had run away from home. His 4.65.
No.
the hose house. However, Fire Chief Crollott.
10,000;
market
Sheep Receipts,
'
parents have been notified by teleBurtless continued to the school and
Territory vs. Sefeiino graph of his death and it is very steadv; sheep, $45.80; lambs, $4.50
No. 292:
rendered much assistance in direct7.35.
probable that his body will be shipped
ing the school brigade how to fight the Crollott.
No. 2'.3 , Territory vs. Tomas Ruiz. honM for burial.
flames.
St. Louis Wool.
December 13
Fire Burned Fiercely.
St. Louis. Mo., Nov. 17. Wool marMisdemeanor cases.
Man's Unselfishness
Owing to the Inflammable contents
unchanged.
December 14.
But ket steady and
Is often as great as woman's.
of the building, the fire burned fierceNo. 3025. Territory vs. Klias Alde- - Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub
ly and the flames soon got beyond conSpelter.
lican," of Leavenworth, lnd., was not
trol. As the commissary building is rete.
Mo., Nov. 17. Spelter,
St.
vs. Gref-oriNo. 302t, Territory
to
when
refused
unreasonable,
he
situated quite a distance from the
"
lower, $5.y5 sellers.
allow the doctors to operate on his
main-- buildings danger from the fire Romero.
No. 3035, Territory vs. Eliseo Cuti- - wife, for female trouble.
spreading was not great and all efforts
Instead,
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
says, "we concluded to try Electric
were turned toward trying to save at errez. 3l):!f,
Territory vs. Kslavlo Vigil he
No.
.25f
My wife was then so sick, 3 cans Condensed Creim
Bitters.
least a portion of this building and its
Territory
vs. William
No. ISOtiO,
.25c
contents. The fire fighting apparatus Wagner.
she could hardly leave her bed, and 6 lbs fresh Tomatoes ...
.25c
and the water power were entirely
five (5) physicians had failed to re- 8 bars of Laundry Soap
15
December
$1
Electric Bit- 15 lbs of Sugar
taking
inadequate to cope with the fire, howAfter
lieve
her.
MunS.
vs.
No. 3039, Territory
John
.25c
ever, and it burncV throughout the sey.
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can 3 cans of Corn
14c
now perform all her household du- Sugar Cured Ham, per lb
night and until late this morning.
vs. William ties." Guaranteed
No. 3048, Territory
by all druggists
8 cans Sardines
The fire made a big blaze and could Wagner.
'
15c
2 lhs fresh Oyster Crackers
price 60c.
be plainly seen from this city and
vs. William
No. 304II. Territory
25c
3 pkgs of Laundry Starch
created no little excitement, as the Wagner.
YORK FAIR,
first report that was received was to
NEW
THE
vs.
3050,
No.
Claude Doane
Territory
the effect that the Indian school was
Antonio Armijo A Co., Proprietors.
in danger of being (totally destroyed. andNo.Jose Baca.
121 North Third street.
EAT
TO
GOOD
THINGS
3051, same.
Quite a number of 'people made the
No. 3052, same.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
trip of a mile and a half to see the
NEW CROP OF NUTS
No. 3053. same.
Avenue Methodist church will give
fire, while many walked up into the
' .
Walnuts.
No. 3054, same.
one of their fine turkey dinners on
Highlands where they could get a
Almonds.
December 16,
Thanksgiving day, In the church pargood view of the burning building.
Black
Walnuts.
Corvs.
No. 3055, Territory
John
lors; 50 cents per plate; hours from
Hickory
Lost Almost Total.
Nuts.
12 to 2:30 and from 5:30 to 7 p. m.
Superintendent Alien reported to nettl.
Almonds.
Shelled
and
vs.
3056,
Territory
No.
Nlnl
The Citizen today that the loss on I Aictlle.
NE DRIED FRUITS
'
be a .
Layer Raisins.
the building and contents would
December 18.
.
.
Imported
Currants.
almost total, as there was no Insur1m
Roman
2061,
vs.
Territory
No.
There are twenty different
ance.
The Ereatest loss, Mr. Allen
Seeded Raisins.
y Santillanes, et al.
says, will be of clothing and subsis ceio
Prunes.
barks, and they cost
cinnamon
same.
3062,
No.
tence, of which the Dunuing containApricots.
No. 3063, same.
a
from
with
to
sjipply,
year's
Dractlcally
a
55c lb. This ex4
ed
Peaches.
No. 3066. Territory vr. Hickox.
value of perhaps $8,000. The building
Pears.
vs. John DunTerritory
3069,
No.
plains the market, all but one
was valued at $2,300. With winter ning, et al.
Plums, etc.
Figs
coming on this loss will be keenly felt
kinds.
all
of
Schilling's Best is
particular.
same.
No. 3070,
until a new supply of clothing and
POULTRY
No. 3071, same.
with
is
the coarser pieces
best
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There
in.
the
Turkeys.
foodstuffs can be
No. 3072, Territory vs. John MurDucks.
left on hand enough subsistence to phy, et al.
picked-out- ;
not thrown-away- ;
by
Geese.
last for a week or ten days and say
No. 3076, Territory vs. Jose Peralta.
Hens.
that time the school authorities supoh no; they go to some less
December 19.
Springs.
they will be able to get in more
No. 3078, Territory vs. George K.
of
danger
no
particular grinder.
plies and there will be
OYSTERS
Neher.
."Shellfish,"
famous
any suffering among the pupils at the
The
E.
vs.
Frank
Territory
No. 3079,
shopped in cans, without
school.
Today the boys at the school were Sturges.
CXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXKXiDOOOO
coming in contact with the
3085, Territory vs. Laurence
No.
saving
busy going over the ruins and
ice. As fresh as the day they
Marrinan.
of
quantity
were shipped.
what they could. Quite a
vs. Juan M.
No. 3086, Territory
canned cooda of all kinds, beans, cor Martinez.
Special Notice to the
FRUIT
.
ruins
Berries.
fee, etc., was taken out of the
on Motion to Continue
Arguments
In
damaged
the
which had not been
Pears.
Quo Warranto.
Public
Grapes of all kinds.
least and this will aid much In helpof the criminal
Following
call
the
new
Grape
ing out until the arrival of the
fruit.
setting
morning,
and the
docket this
I have bought the entire
supplies.
Oranges.
of cases by Judge Abbott for the next
of the Highland
Apples.
Interest
Chll-derPerfect Order Prevailed.
B.
W.
Attorneys
term of court.
and solicit a
market,
meat
One thing worthy of more tiiau
Bananas.
McMil-lnB.
A.
K. W. Dobson. and
your patronof
continuance
passing note and which reflects great
VEGETABLES
Hubbell,
S.
counsel for Thomas
age and guarantee satisfacCalifornia Lettuce.
credit upou the school authorities is who is fighting for the office of sheriff
tion. I. J. Mlze will remain
String Beans.
the perfect order that prevailed during of Bernalillo county, began arguments
with me as cutter, ready to
the fire. When the alarm was turned In the motion filed with the court sevWax Beans.
serve bis friends.
in the little tots at the institution had eral days ago in which the counsel for
Fresh Tomatoes.
I. H. FORD.
String
retired for the night. As a precautionFresh
Beans.
them
Hubbell ask the court to allow
ary measure they were awakened and to prosecute quo warranto' proceedCauliflower.
cheerfully
We
wish our
dressed and marched In perfect order ings against Ferfecto Armijo despite
Place your orders with us for
successor, I. H. Ford, success
vour Thanksgiving poultry.
from the dormitory to the yard, where the decision of Attorney
(ieneral
and the patronage of our
they remained for several hours (ieorge W. Pricbard.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
many customers.
watching the fire. In every other deThings
"Good
to
Eat."
atthe
It will be remembered that
G. W. PARK & SON.
partment there was very little excite- torney general first granted Hubbell
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
ment and in no instance was there permission to proceed in quo warranto
value
the least sign of a panic. The
against Armijo in the name of the
aocccoococxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
of the daily tire drills at Hie school territory, but later changed his mind
night.
was plainly demonstrated last
unless
permission,
withdrew this
Superintendent Allen last night no- and
all three of the removed officials,
000C040C-004- 0
tified the interior department by tele- namely, T. S. Hubbell, late sheriff;
graph of the burning of the building F. A. Hubbell, late treasurer, and Ksand today received assurances that lavlo. Vigil, late superintendent
of
the biiihrfng would at once be rebuilt. county schools, Jointly brought such,
proceedings against the present inINDIAN MEDICINE MAN IS
cumbents of the offices to try the
arguments will
ACCIDENTALLY KILLED title to the same. The
and Friends
probably occupy several days and a
decision In the matter is not' expected
IN for some time. Attorney Neill B. Field
RECEIVES MORTAL WOUND
We have entered into a contract with Mr. George W.
ABDOMEN FROM GUN IN THE appears for Armijo In the arguments
Hickox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, inHAND OF A YOUNG BUCK, AND on the motion now before Judge Abbott.
CREATES MUCH
DEATH
cluding stock, fixtures, and good wl.l, January 1, 190t;.
Mrs. E. K. Norris Gets Divorce
One strong feature of our agreement with M". Hickox is
From Her Husband.
Judge Abbott this afternoon granted
There is much weeping and wailing
that we promise to reduce our very large and complete
in the I'icuiis Indian pueblo in '1 aos Mrs. K. K. Norris a divorce from her
to" the lowest possible point before that date and
stock
angrounds
during
of
the
husband on the
county. On Monday,
remeber-e,l
with
while
this
end in view, we will begin, Saturday, November
will
be
and cruelty. It
nual fiesta in the pudiio, and
that Norris only recently made an
4, a SPECIAL
a great deal of indiscriminate shootOUT SALE to continue until
CLOSING
ing of lire anus was being indulged in, unsuccessful nttempt at suicide by
we positively retire from the
31,
at
time
which
Iiecember
Mrs.
man
razor.
a
cutting his throat with
Autouio Maria Vargas, medicine
Jewelry Business, having arranged to go Into the manhi., ii leading member of the tribe. Norris conducts a lunch wagon for a
woman.
was accidentally slmt in the abdomen living and is a
ufacturing lumber business in British Columbia.
by Antonio Marline, a young buck, Norris did not appear In court.
Our business in Albuquerque has Increased steadily
and a graduate of the Calislu Indian
year by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
school, of Carlisle, l'a. The wound BUSINESS WAS SLACK IN
caused almost instant death.
POLICE COL'RT TODAY
next two months, to cut out the big end "f our profits
Immediately the rejoicing was turnof
and to give you such a genuine bargain tale of really
ed into mournjng, and the deah
Five drunks faced Jml-'- e Crawford)
the medicine man caused great exFine, High (irade Good, as has never becu offered In
citement That the shooting was in police court this morning, which
city.
our
the!
a
ma'il
with
is
compared
number,
purely accidental, there seeing little
We invite you to make your selections now and avoid
doubt, as the Picuris are a peaceable u.iual array of victims the day fnllow-- . j
people and there was no drunkenness inu pay d iy.
the rush of the December trade. We have ample vau'.t-rooFrank Evans, Edward Ari 'in, .lames
at the fiesta. A jieculiar ccincldei.ee
;
ar-and will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
a
Montoja,
St. Claire and Feieciano
1s that only threo years ago during
last night for drunki nness.
you are ready for them.
similar occanlon, a brother oT the
dead medicine man was killed in al- pleaded guilty, and each was tli eii s.
16 years, and
We have been in tb. Jewelry Busin--- S
or given the option of working '"''.v
most the same manner.
In
1.
this sale we
a
sale.
yet
on
fake
never
tin
the
ir fines
streets.
adverted
haw
Superintendent Clinton J. Cnnnla
May Smith, a woman of the ui.ler O
of t lie 1'nited Slates Indian si Inn at
and Fine
in Diamonds
will offer you rare bargains
c
Santa Ke. who has supervision over world, pleaded guilty to being drunk0
my personal
by
ill
be
Kvery
sale
backed
Watches
Heflm-$10.
V
(liscrilt'rly
I.
was
and
W. Ilwyer. and
this pueblo, lias oi deled
W
l
comwas
pp
c
liquidate,
assured
trie
in: unable to
t'u.iraiitec. Mail ot b rs solicited and sat
farmer at the. Taos pueblo, to
to 1'icuiia and investigate the shoot- mi'tt-- to Jail. The woman was ar-.a
T
last
in
full
street
First
rested
res' atirant
ing, and until Mr. Dwyer's return
nUlii while raising a rough hu'ii-e- .
Ii
particular will not be obtainable.
c'ty
Jail
The
furnished a bilging1 0
LEADING JEWELER 0
!a-nigh;
place
four
game
for
unfortunates
Don't fail to see the Football
8
Saturday the 18th, at Traction Park. and tto he were sent on their way
0C-40'0404- 0
C
ilds morning.
Santa Fe Indians vs. University
A
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Curtains, Portieres and Draperies
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0
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M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.
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Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
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0. W. Strong's Sons
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2 General Electric Co.
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next
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The Colorado Telephone Co.

COMPANY.

Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
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O. A. SLEYSTER

'

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephore service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

INSURANCE,

ESTATES-NOTA- RY
REAL
PUBLIC.
Itoom 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque

Automatic Telephone,

distance transmitters
The only
and tecelvers: wall or desk sets; long
time contrar'B, as you wlBh; lowest
rates.
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URIGGS
B. H.Props.
Alvarado
Gold Ave.
--

and Dress Circle
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YOUR FACE, BY USING

25c per bottle.
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We glTe
tickets for the piano contest.
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See us Saturday
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Will be raised $25 each

An Open Letter
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The Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
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N. Second SL. Both Phones.

201-21-
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Commercial Club Building,
Black or White Hearse. $5.00
CITT UNDERTAKER.

s,

f

nhona., No. 119.

Auto
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1

&.

CO.

Pharmacy.

Both Phones.
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NOVEL COAT IN
ANACONDA SKIN

Advantage in Buy
ing diamonds ot cutler,
Us.

yfff
1

e buy Diamonds direct from the
nd
purchase only due White and Uxtra White Forfeit
Diamonds. We are now selling from a rturvn .w-- l
bouel't for rMvestmcnt several tnr
Alihn,,nh ik.
n.
price of Diamonds has advanced considerably
c ATA nnhlH
to sell these fine Diamonds
at price then prevailing.
Send for our handsome Illustrated Fall and
Christmas Catalog No. 16. It ii Free.
We hlp on approval and pay all charges whether you buy or not. W e
rely on the high quality of our goods to merit and win your trade.
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Brock and Feagans
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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ANDREWS COMMITTED LAST CRIME
San KVanclsco, Nov. 17. The kill- on McAllister streel, whore he sucing of Nulda Prtr'o, hi paramour, ceeded In eluding the police for over
aided by the woman who
l)v the notorious
criminal.
Milton a month,iirru
all in u ntiil mpHlrlnpfl fiT
,,,,, anii trough whose errands he
Franklin Andrews, and his solf-de- stnictlon while ottlcers were breaking was finally traced to the home of J.
In the door to arrest him, has caused) It. Measlier, who rentPd the apart-sensation In local police circles un'mont to the woman without
by anything In late years.
ledge of her male companion's pres- Andrews was one of the most fa ence.
mons crooks and outlaws In the counJtather than face the gallows, Antry, and large rewards for his cap- drews, when threatened with capture,
ture were offered by the police of sev-et- shot the woman he loved too well to
states. He was accused of mur- leave behind, anil killed himself Just
dering Bessie Bouton, his former as the police forced an entrance.
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,
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D. C. ClfVIMifR, Mason Ccairactor
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Contract taken for Cement-Ston- e
House
and foundations.
house built of this material is warmer In winter and cooler In
summer than a brick house, and is cheaper than good brick.
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common
rubble
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call.
CORNER WALTCR AND 0AMTA fm BTRKKTm
A

t:j

I

y--

e

-

5

-- l

t .All

000

a0K00aKa

KEFP YOUR HOUSE COMFORTABLE

1-

- :i:Hl

Cold Weather Means
i"--

:

V

1

Horse Blankets and Lap Rob is

f

We hav

...

them In all kind am
LOW
SPECIAL
PRICES,
NOW, a we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

price.

fit.

r
?V5

J. KORBER & CO.
-- V.

sweetheart, In Colorado, and of many

world; 15,000,000 were taken out of a
other crimes, his last offense being email
space of less than 100,000 cubic
an attempt to murder Wm. C. Ellis,
feet. Most of the silver camps are
a wealthy Australian. In Berkeley.
Realizing that evry man's hand Idle, the ores being too low a grade
was turned against him, Andrews se- on an average, to Justify resumption
of work at the present price of Bllver.
creted himself In a small apartment
The lead and zinc area eeems to be
principally confined to the west side
of the Rio Grande, with the exception!
MINERAL RESOURCES
of the Organ mountain district. Those
ores are associated and found in the

REV. JOHN MORDY
ANSWERS "SEAMA"

OF NEW MEXICO

And Calls Upon He or She to Paper Read Before the MinCome Forward With
ing Congress, at El Paso,

Right Name.
1VDKN, SITUATION

on Tuesday, by

SQUABBLE

i

To Evening Citizen:
Laguua, N. M., Nov.

ROF. F. A. JONES

(By Prof. Fayette

14.

OF THIS

CITY

Jouea, field assistant. United States Geological
Survey, Albuquerque, N. M.)
It can truthfully be said that New
Mexico is the oldest known, yet new-- !
est region, figuratively speaking, of
any province In the United States,
New Mexico ranked next to Colorado
In variety of mineral products at the
international exposition In St. Louis,
and for such distinction received
y
ond honor by being awarded the
ver medal.
me nrst great conquest lor gold In
our country was made In New Mexico
under tne leadership of Francisco
Vasquez de Coronaiio, in 1541. In- cited by legends of the seven fabled
cities of Cibola In the strange land of
the north, Coronado, with his intrepid
band of explorers, pushed their way
across the trackless wastes from tne
city of Mexico, penetrating this mys- terioua region as far to the north as'

The Pres-

byterian missionary at I.aguna may
have erred in not signing his own
name to a communication published
in The Evening Citizen of Nov. 4th,
but as there was nothing personal
in the communication he simply fol- -

lowed an old custom which la very
general.
A long answer appears in
The Citizen, of Nov. 11th which deals
with the missionary person- over the anonymous name of
"Seama.
Allow me now to state plainly, over
my own name, that if Seama will
Hive her own name, that I will give
mjr authority for every statement,
though 1 will not promise to take any
notice of n.ere personal abuse.
If the lYesbyterian minister In La- una is a'jle to while away bis time
in the toie, while the Indians do tne
preaching, and yet make converts
who give half of their goods to sup-- ,
port the church, he must be an extra-- j
ordinary man, for no other minister
can accomplish such an extraordinary
j
work by the most Incessant labor.
He may be getting too large a sal- ary and misappropriating the nutn- erous barrels of clothing sent, and be
a very bad character generally, but'
that Is the business of the PreBby- church, which employs the, mis- -'
aionary, pays his salary, receives the
converts with all the money which
they pay, and even establishes the
trlnes taught and the discipline main-- '

A.

sll-aJl-

Santa

Fe,

In all probability turquoise wag the
first product mined in the United
States. The New Mexico article
equals the oriental Persian gem, and
Is recognized by many experts as the
most beautiful and valuable In the
world.
This gem stone Is found In the Cer-an
rillos district. Burro mountains,
ilia mountains. Old Hachita, and is
thought to exist In a few localities
elsewhere.
Evidence of prehlstorio
workings has been observed in all of
the places as above given. The oldest
known copper mines In New. Mexico
tained.
If therefore your correspondent will are the Santa Rita mines, which were
make her complaint to the Presby-- the first modern copper mines worked
terlan church, giving her own uaino, 'in. America. The Santa Rita mines
she will get prompt attention, If she are by far the largest producers of
Is a person who deserves any atten-- . copper In New Mexico. These mines
are embraced In the great copper belt'
tion.
The public Is interested In the ex of the southwest that Includes the de-- i
lendlture of public money by It own posits of Arizona and northern
but the expenditure
of ico. The boundary line of this great
Presbyterian money and the character copper belt.ln New Mexico, begins In
or Presbyterian ministers Is largely the Mogollon mountains and extends
the business of the Presbyterian approximately In a southeast direction
across the territory, through the Jar- cburch.
I have no complaint to make of Ilia mountains.
All that area lying
any person In the Indian service. I to the southwest of this line belongs
assume that they are doing tln work j to the copper belt,
Next In the chronological order of
for which they were appointed, but
surely the Indian service, as a sys- - mining In New Mexico comes the dls-teIs a proper subject for cruirism. covery and mining of gold. The dis-I- f
the system pauperizes the rich or covery of gold in New Mexico was
neglects the poor, the blame may Dot made In the gravels at the base of the
rest on the.employe, but on the man- - Ortiz mountain In southern Santa Fe
agement.
in the year 1828. In 1829 the
It is the privilege and duty of every iu w ylacers were found In the Puerto
rltizen to call attention to the defects mountains a short distance to the
but tboe who are In control alone south of the Or;iz mountains. The
area, though not extensive, has pro- can locate the responsibility.
Let uie close by Inviting your cor- - duced approximately 12,500,000 up to
resiMndeut to come to business by the present time. At the present
writing
giving ner name ana me
htown in Colfax coun
ty, has the greatest production of any
for which she deslreg authority.
Yours truly.
uistriet in rew Mexico. Oald was disJOHN MOODY.
covered there In 1SK6 ar4 tlw gravels
have been constantly vP'kt-ever
since. Some fabulously rl'h silver
REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl mines have been found in New Mexture set up and crated for shipment. ico. The Lake Valley deposit, knswn
as the "Bridal Chamber." hat perhaps
Rear of Walton' drug store.
never been equaled in richnws In the
L. H. 8HOEMAKER.
ll

jai-terla-

1

s;

massive carboniferous lime stones.
a
In the production of lead, the
and Cook's Peak districts take
first rank; each of those districts has
a credit in production of several millions In lead carbonate and Bulphlde
ores. At Granite Gap In southwestern
Grant county, are some splendid lead
carbonate properties.
As an associated metal, quite a
large quantity of lead is mined In the
vicinity of Silver City.
The Magdalena district has come
rapidly to t ho front as a zinc camp
within the past two years. Until 1903
the camp had not a lKiund of zinc to
its credit in production; nearly $180,-00was accredited to the district in
1M3. The output during the yearl!)04
reached nearly 11,000,000. The future
of New Mexico seems now assured as
a zinc producing territory.
Eastern Socorro county and western
Lincoln county appears to be the principal Iron fields of the southwest. On
the upper Gila exist the largest alum
leiM)slts, perhaps, in the world; not a
pound of the product has ever been
marketed.
New Mexico contains enough gypsum to supply the world for centuries.
0n'y n Pla,nt exists in the territory
cement plaster
that manufactures
from this material. The plant Is situated on the El Paso & Southwestern
railway, at Ancho, In Lincoln county.
Many of these beds are several hundred feet In thickness. What is said
to be the most extensive deposit of
ypsuni In the world, Is known as the
I)Ialn
the "white sands," situated
southwest of Alamogordo, In Otero
county. This snowy waste of gypsum
Is about thirty-fivmiles in length
north and south and about eighteen
miles across its broadest part at the
south end.
In general, all of the coals of New
Mexico are quite clean and make a
good fuel. Some of these coals coke
and make a splendid coke, while others possess no coking qualities whatever. The areal extent of the New
Mexican coal fields is not definitely
known; It Is. perhaps, not exceeded
by any state In the Union. The significance of this fact should ot be overlooked, since New Mexico is the gateway to the great smelting centers of
Arizona and the republic of Mexico,
which latter province will soon purchase all their fuel supplies at the
nearest markets, when taking Into
consideration the ant'eipated legisla
tion anecting tne rates at the coming
congress.

i

AMERICAN SLAVES
it

0'Rielly

&

Co's Emancipation
Thousands.

No one appreciates better thn the
victim of intligebtiou that he is an abject slave to bis stomach, and J. H
O'Kielly tc Co., in guarauteeing that
will blrbugtbeu the stomach
ao that you cau eat what you want
and when you want it. removes all
fear of further bondage.
The stomach is to the body wbat
the foundation is to the house, and
when it is weakened or diseased, one
organ after another is affected until
the heart, lungs, kidneys and liver
Indigestion
will all be involved.
Ml-o-n- a

Act

That Will Free

e

A

FATAL MISTAKE.

Is Often Made by

the Wisest of

Albu-

querque People.

It's a fatal mistake to neglect
Backache Is the first symptom of
kidney Ills.
Serious complications follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure them
promptly.
Don't delay until too late.
Until It become diabetes Brlglit's
disease.
Read what an Albuquerque citizen
says:
Mrs. J. II. Smith, of 115 Huning ave
nue, wife of J. H. Smith deputy sher
iff, says:
I have had backache for a
month so severe that every move
ment I made hurt, and I never knew
the moment by the slightest strain on
the muscles of the back brought a
twinge that could only be described as
excusiatlng. I went to the Alvarado
pharmacy for Doan's Kidney Pills, and
took them. The remedy stopped the
annoyance. Since then I have had no
necessity to use Doan's Kidney Pills
nor any other medicine for aching
across the small of the back."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MilburCo.. Buffalo. N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's
and
63
tke no other.
n

CULINARY

WRINKLES

Revised, up to date, by a practical
Instructor. This book now contains
valuable recipes, useful to every
housewife. Chafing dish cookery,
causes uerwuness
kleeplessuess, dainty soups, delicious boulllions,
headaches, backache), digress after beef tea, etc. Visit the domonstrS'
eating, furred tongue, and general tion of Armour's extract of beef, at
our store. Ask the lady In charge
weakness and debility.
Ml-na in not a mere temporary re- how to get a copy of this book, and
lief for ludigetrtion,
but a positive waile there try a cup of delicious
remedy for all stomach troubles, pro- beef tea of bouillon. It's all free, with
moting good digestion, stimulating our compliments.
the oucretluns and restoring health.
GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO.
Ask J. H. O'Kielly & Co. to show
you the guarantee under which they
One or the ntcest p!ce in the city
bell
A larg.) box of the tab- is the pool ball. No. 115 West Rail'
lets sell for CO cents, but coats noth- road avenue. Call and enjoy
ing unless they cure.
.

Every horse needs a blanket this
weather, and we Invite an inspec
tion of our large line. A good,
lined. Burlap Blanket, lwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
wool street Blankets at $2.60 each.
Q Cor.

NO

30

UNDER IMPRESS ION THAT IT SHOULD
USUAL PREPAK ATIONS.

A MOTHER

BE ON NO.

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
aad Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot
lager served. Finest and best timported and Domestic Cigars.
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WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

Bebber Optical Co.

g

Movin

tissue-buildin-

OLD SORES

g

SAP THE VITALITY
AND UNDERMINE

T lit? UCAITIK
' llrLt ill

Old Sores that refuse to heal are a constant
menace to health. They sap the vitality and umlertuini- - the constitution by
draining the system of its very life fluids, ami those allhcted with one of
these ulcer grow despondent and almost desperate as one treatmei t after
another fails. They patiently apply salves, washes, plasters, etc but in
spite of all these the sore refuses to heal and eats deeper into the surrounding flesh, destroying the tissues and growing to be a festering, inflamed and
angry mass. The source of the trouble is iu the blood. This vital fluid is
filled with impurities and poisons which are constantly leing discharged
into the sore or ulcer, making it impossible for the place to heal. It will not
do to depend on external applications for a cure, because they do not reach
the real cause, and valuable time is lost experimenting with such treatment,
the most they can do is keep the ulcer clean. Any sore that will not heal is
dangerous, for the reason that it may have the deadly germs of Cineer behiml
it. A cure can be brought about only through a remedy that can change the
quality of the blood, aud this is what S. S. S. does. It goes to the very
bottom of the trouble, drives out the poisons and germs with which it is
blled, and purities and builds up the entire cir
By the use of S. S S the sore is
culation.
supplied with new, rich blood which corrects
the trouble, soon stops the discharge, and allows
the place to heal naturally and permanently
S S S also rein vigorates the entire system. anrl
PURELYVEGETABLE.
wlu-rthe constitution has been depleted o
broken down it quickly buil.U it up and restores perfect health. Write f t
our special book on sotes aad ulcers, and any medical advice you are in need
of; no charge for either.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
.

Drajin'

avenue.

Shippin'
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FREIGHTIN

the first of the week to the Imperlah

valley in California, where he will
fatten them for the California market, says the Lordsburg Liberal. The
principal shippers were Jack, Mansfield and Robson, although many other
small owners put In a few steers. H.
C. Day drove about 250 head of steers
from the Gila to put in on this shipment, but he was not in on the contract, and there were enough without
All Wool Albatros 42M,c Yard.
his cattle so they were not taken,
All Wool Albatros in Red. and be had to drive them back to the
Navy, Brown, Tan, Reseda, Nile. Lt. river.
Blue, Pink, and Grey, for 42Vfcc yard at
But Few Are Free,
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
But ftw people are entirely fre from
When vou ara In need of fin linunn indigestion at this season of the year.
ana wines, can on trnett Meyers &j Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only the
to,, no west stiver .avenue. Auto best remedy to use because it digests
what you eat but because It also enmatic phone, 240.
ables the digestive apparatus to asFoot ball game, Santa Fe Indians similate and transform all food Into
and University at Traction Park, Satblood.
Kodol relieves
urday, the 18th. Game will he rallori sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
at 2:4 o'clock.
and all forms of Indigestion.

e
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Proprietor

BOTHE,

the day of thanks, although it Is cus
tomary ror it to be on the last ThursI
day In November, and the president
may fix any day he chooses.
Wln8$,BnnfilM,Ete.
The mayor of Henderson, a small
Ohio river town in Kentucky, added
frojw
BARNKTT,
JOSEPH
to the mix-uas to the date by fixing
me time as November 23d, one week
SAMPLE AND
earlier. His proclamation was issued
ROOMS
Aretvse
lUffroatf
120
.CLUB
West
In advance of that sent out by the
president.
He thought he and the
president would hit the same dav. but
the president followed the custom of
having the lat Thursday, so Hender
son will have two Thanksgiving Days,
.
one ou the 23d and the other on the
For
the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
3(th.
The usual preparations for Thanksgiving Day are being made In this
city and the charitable Institutions
115 GOLD AVE.
will serve the usual
Thanksgiving
Member
of Board of Optometry
dinners, while the local Salvation
Examiners.
Army corps will serve dinner to a
number of needy and Indigent patrons.
Everybody Is well fed on ThanKo-givinDay, and whether one Is a prisW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
N. PEACH & CO.
oner in the county Jail or a millionSALE FEED AND TRANSLIVERY,
aire he has turkey and the other acFER STABLES
companiments on this one day In the REAL ESTATE DEALERS
year at least.
Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208 Vs Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
West Gold Avenue.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad aad
FARR SHIPPED CATTLE
Copper

DIES
EN ROUTE TO HER HOME.
FROM LORDSBURG.
Dr. A. Rosenthal, of Karmington,
Wm. Farr, of Albuquerque, shipped
received the Bad intelligence of the 1048 head of cattle from Lordsburg

sudden death of his mother. She was
on her way from Denver, where the
doctor had met and visited with her,
to her home in New York.
After
leaving Chicago, she became 111 and
Just as they reached Buffalo, she died
in her berth In the Pullman.
Her
niece was traveling with her.
She
was seventy-eigh- t
years old and heart
failure was the cause of death.

&

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0
A

Thanksgiving Day
that day on
which the whole country unites In offering praise for the good things of
life and attends foot ball games,
which are followed by heavy dinners
comes this year on an unusual day.
It will be the last day In the month,
something which happens very seldom on account of the way the calendar Is constructed. November 30t'n
must be JV Thursday, for It to have
the distinction of also being Thanksgiving Day, and this cannot happen
often In the lifetime of the average
man.
Many persons are under the Impression that a grand mistake has
been made this year and that President Roosevelt is making a radical
departure in fixing the day as Thursday, November 30th.
Some persons
think that It suould have been Novem23d,
ber
and a large number of Inquiries have been received by The
Evening Citizen asking what day
Thanksgiving Day comes on this year.
President Roosevelt fixed November
30th, and he kas the authority,
by
virtue of an act of congress, to fix
any day he may see fit. The law
does not specify any special day for

QUICKEL

f

THANKSGIVING DAY ON NOV.

ALDUyUtnyUC UAnniMUC OU.
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MISTAKE MADE IN FIXING

MANY PERSONS
VEMBER 2J

First street and Tijcras road.

KD00OfK2K3000OI

Thl peculiar looking garment is made from the skin of the anaconda,
South American snake.. By careful tailoring the effect obtained
ia auite
modish, althojgh rather startling. ..

0

'

cvrmuft

Horse Blankets and
Lap Robes

Mag-dalen-

'

J.

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Tou have us once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougln'.
By

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

M.

O. F. PLATT,
The " real cleaner and dyer. Lafine
dle' and gentlemen'
clothe a specialty. Portiere,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North-Fiftstreet. Old 'phone, Red,
26 V2. Automatic 'phone, 675.
tKX)COOOOC)COCXDOOOC)OCX)CXXIOC

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
S. .T VANN, O. O.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kind of Fresh Meat
Eyesight Specialist
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
President of New Mexico Board of
M.
ALBUQUERUE.N.
ington Avenue.
Optometry.
First established optician in New
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
public,
For the Information of the
Office Room 9, Whiting block. ApPlumbing Inspector Whitcomb calls pointments
made at Vann's drug
city
XII
of the
store.
attention to Chapter
SO,
63
wfcich
aud
ordinance, Sections
follow:
W.
Section 63 Building Permit.
A NO BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
corporation
or
shall
No person, firm
begin or continue the erection, alteraOrfice and F.ietory
tion or repair of any building or
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
structure, or erect any sign extending
Albuquerque, (1. M.
over any sidewalk within the corpor
ate limits of the city of Albuquerque,
without first having applied for and Phones. Auto. 10S; Colo., Black !5
received a permit so to do from the
said Inspector.
Section 86 Penalty for Violation.
All persons failing or refusing to PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
comply with the provisions of this
BRUSHES.
ordinance, after having received due
Harness, Saddles, Lap
Leather.
inbuilding
writing
in
from
notice
the
Robes, Horse Blankets,
Palspector, shall upon conviction thereof metto Roof Paint; lasts fire Etc.
years
be fined in a sum not less than $10 stops leaks. Cash paid for Hide and
and
nor more than $50, or Imprisonment Pelt.
nor
days
more
than
than
ten
not less
09 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
thirty days, or both floe and imprisonment, at the discretion of the court,
for each and every offense, each day
to constitute a new offense.

A.

HAY DEN

Thos. F. Keleher

Woman's Exchange

A Disastrous Calamity.
ALL HOUt
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
COOKING
you lose your health, because Indigestion and constipation have sapped Boston Baked Bean and Bresvn Bread
every Saturday,
it away, l'rompt relief can be tfad in
They 401 WEST RAILROAD
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
AVENUE.
up
organs,
your
and
digestive
build
concure headache, dizziness, colic,
&
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drugFIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
gists; 25c.
LOANS
Don't wait for an explosion oook
Automatic pbon 451.
I 'de
with
Room 10, N. T. Arm'Jo Bandies.
humane way.

RANKIN

CO.

pniniV

17. 1Q05.
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the band stand, on Broad street,
where many vehicles were engaged
for the occasion, to carry those tak-InMOST ANYTHING
the trip to various countries and
finally back to the United States.
From the band stand the trip was
made to Mexico, and thence to England, Ireland, Scotland, German.
A Word from Josh Wise.
Japan and the United States, where
the visitors were pleasantly entertained and refreshed with dishes peculiar to the tastes of the people of
those countries.
At the conclusion of the trip, all
congregated at "United States," the
Any lobster e n be neu- Miners' Union Hall, where a short protral, tint it takes a man gram was delightfully rendered.
program
V l.e Independent.
AmoiiR thosrts on tho
worthy of mention were Miss Pearl
Lady, who spoke a humorous piece
quite well; and Herbert Carvil's delivery of the difficult recitation of
VVlrginins," was indeed fine.
OFFICIAL

MATTERS

Official Notaries Appointed.
The following notaries public hive
One of the officials of the X. Y.. X.
GovH. & H. railroads says that Rocke- been appointed the past week by
feller does not Influence its rate?. He ernor Miguel A. Otero: Joya,
Soqni
Thomas Cordova, La
shouldn't tempt John that way.
county; George 1. Craig, Albucfne:-que- ,
county.
Bernalillo
"Isn't she a trim little thing?"
Examination for Janitor.
"Trim?"
By
Saturday evening, November IS,
"Yes."
of
"She ought to be. She's a milliner.' all examination papers for janitor
the federal bunding in Santa Fe must
be in the hands of the secretary of the
Milking Spotted Cows.
iu
People are eorhplalnlng of certafln civil service board at Denver.
carries with it a salary of
people milking their cows in pasture. position
They're spotted, too. Galllpolis (O.) ju60 a year, and there are a numler
of applicants.
Tribune.
Postal Appointment.
Pieter Van Bruggen has been p- -On the Level Shakes.
We met Dr. Vail, dentist, of New pointed carrier It Wlebo Smit, sibPhiladelphia, on our streets, shaking stitute on the Maxwell Uity rural
route.
hands with old acquaintances, on last
Jeremiah Gonzales has been apMonday. He said he was not a candiSodate for office. We have known the pointed postmaster at Salt Lake,
noctor for many years, and can truth- corro county, vice Antonio Gonzales,
fully say he is a kind, friendly and deceased.
Thomas B. Meek has been appointsociable gentleman. New Philadeled postmaster at Arabella, Lincoln
phia (O.) Democrat.
county, vice A. M. Richardson, deceased.
Chance for a Light Eater.
Postoffice Discontinued.
Good road horse, with
WANTED
The postoffice at Genova, Union
a small appetite to keep this wlnte)1;
no plugs wanted. Eugene Stone, R. county, has been discontinued and the
in mail for that point will be dispatched
F; D. 2, Geneva. Advertisement
to Logan.
Geneva (O.) Free Press.
The postoffice at Lochiel, Santa
The Detroit man who erected a Cruz, county, Arizona, has been dis
monument to satan probably felt the continued and tne man win De sem
old fellow should hare one where he to Duquesne
Th noHtoffiee at Sibley, San Miguel
was best known.
county, has been discontinued. Mail
' The food is pretty good here, congoes to Las Vegas.
Postoffice Established.
sidering it's a quick lunch. You get
A postoffice has been established at
a rim for your money."
Taylor, Colfax county. John C. Tay"Yes, and for your food, too."
lor has been appointed postmaster.
"Was the silent vote much, of a facA STRANGE TALE COMES
tor in the election in your town?"
FROM THE HILLS.
"No, the silent vote has been falling
A special dispatch from Las Vegas
off ever since the women were grantto the Denver News, dated Nov. 15,
ed the right of franchise."
says: One ot the strangest tales of
the remarkable endurance of a little
child ever told comes from the little
village of Galllnas, near Las Vegas.
son
This morninx the
of Leandro Maestas, who strayed from
his home eight days before, was found
in the mountain forest manfully striving to walk toward the rescuers. The
boy left home 'barefooted and thinly
clad. There was several inches of
snow covering the ground and the
temperature of nights dropped to 15
degrees. The little fellow was awfully emaciated, but It is believed will
He was
recover from the ordeal.
found in a dense forest eight miles
from the place whence he strayed by
a party searching for his body.
.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Meat Market
Kindt of Fresh and Slt Meat.
Steam 8autage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All

BANISHED
WAS
THAT'S WHY THAT FIERY PAUL DEROULEDE
FROM THAT' DEAR FRANCE, BUT NOW THAT DISMAL EXILE IS
OVER, AND HE WILL RETURN TO THAT PARIS.

Smoke the-- White

(Hanted amnesty;
Paris, Xov. 17.
by the parliament against, which he
declared his enmity six years ago, j
l'anl Deroulede, the exile, is prepar
;nc to return to France. Deroulede
the:
in other ways famous, ciimbed
pinnacle of notoriety when, at the)
funeral of President Fame, in Feb-- :
ruary, lsyit, he attempted to capture!
the whole French army sms'e Banded.
Port, in l'arls in lS4t', he was first j
tfe- publicly known as a dramatist.
nmlede was .a popular ' hero of tnei
Franco-Prussiawar, reeriviim !hc
cross of the 'Legion of Honor at ai
meant,
time when the distinction
something.
His "Songs of the Sol-- j
diers" made him popular with the
musses.
lie quickly louniicu me
League of Patriots and with his followers developed a chronic habit for
getting into trouble.
Made a member of the chamber ot
deputies by his admirers, he became
80 great an agitator, that many reparded him as a lunatic. This belief
was strengthened, when at raures
funeral he seized the reign of the
horse ridden by General Roget and demanded that "the army march upon
the Klysee.
,
He was accused of a plot against
the government and finally sentenced
to banishment from France.
It was on the occasion of his trial
before the high court that Delourede
proclaimed his opinions, which were
loudly scoffed. He said that he had
not wanted to overthrow the republic,
because his own principles were republican; but that he only wanted to
have a republic, and did not think
there was one in France. He stated
that the absolute submission which
the French people had accepted before parliament, putting all initiative
and power In the hands of senators
and deputies and intrusting them with
the privileges of electing the president, opened the way to the worst of
tryannies.
He prophesied that unless the peo- vile were given some voice in the ad
ministration of their affairs, France

BOOM IN OIL
REPORTED FROM ROSWELL

ACTIVE DRILLING WILL BE COM.
NEAR
MENCED ON PROPERTY
THAT CITY BY HOMIi

Chest Protector.

PAGE SEVEN.
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THIRD STREET

WHOLE FRENCH ARMY

three-year-ol-

A

mm mm

HE TRIED TO CAPTURE

n

However, the Pennsylvania Perry
was the one that was not canned.

EVENING CITIZEN

"Why is it one always wakes up
just at the most interesting point in a
dream?"
"I give it up, but it's always that
way. I dreamed the other night that
1 was out In my auto and just as the
car was about to hit. a baby carriage
a policeman reached for me to arrest
me for scorching, and I woke up right
there."

JOE

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

Lily

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

US 12 W. Railroad Aveon.

I

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Brot.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronRge and w guar
antee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.

$

fe?

'

BALLING,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Established In 1882

F, G. PRATT & CO.

FOUND AT LAST

for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin A'Co.'b Coffees. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Sole agent

Woolens Sundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped lanndery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. It other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

Staplft and Fancy

Groceries

Hillsboro ureaniery
PAUL DEROrLEDK.

Order

--

Best

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

tStt

Free DeliverySouth Second Street.

Solicited.

I

The

but saving It.
yard.
It was only two or three years later,
when events, began to prove how
TOTI A OR API
clearly he had seen, that his
words were remembered. It Is Dealers Ik Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
a fact today that the parliamentary
Grain and Fuel.
maiorltv In France, represents the Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
popular minority, and that the presi
and Cigars. Place your order (or
dent, leaving aside what prerogatives
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
he has, enables the parliament to rule
absolutely.
REDUCED PRICES
Platee, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
SETTLERS GOING INTO
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
ESTANC1A VALLEY
50c. All guaranteed.

Scuts'

.1

,PJV.i"

s

I. H. COX,

F. COPP, D. D. S.

Manaer.

i

oxoooooooo

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and Ci'ar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. V. C. Whlsklee. Moet
Chandon Wihlte Seal Champagne, St. Louie A. B. C Bohemian and
distrlbutorii
Jos. Schlltt Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners andCatalogue
aa4
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated 111
South First
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom,
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The Williams Drtig Co.
G. B.

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

i

i

t

pennincton

"

THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
COST, IT WOULD
AT
DIAMOND EVEN
still pay you to buy It from ua, as we are In a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
jewelers buy at wholesale.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENFIELD, The Pawnbroker.
118 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad .tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
BELOW

e

trn

o

Unredeemed Diamonds

Special Machinery

.

0

0XXK0

New Planing Mill

wt-ek-

Third and Marqoette

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line or bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Colo. 'Phone, J3.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Auto. 'Phone, 71. -

The Cleaner

8??'

q

COLORADO

nral Bgilding Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

Both Phones

HAY GOOD

tissue-buildin-

DENYER,

G

I

.

.

-

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

J"'.!'

vi,w v.

i

,

Mfg. and Scpply Co.

Bolthoif

&

v

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

7

K

A

Hendrie

I62M639 Seventeenth Street.

pro-nhet- ic

George W. Harbin, of Waterloo, la.,
from
Is
at
niaalH ant im migration agent, and who
B.
'
e
witThinl the Propped
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
entry
Monday
a
made
YoTernn"ent
Irrigation
to A."?
mpt. upon 160 acres of land In township
T.;.7nh f' WashTn on". 7 north, range 8 east, which has been
opened for settlement in lor The Fuehr Undertaking Company
The delegation consisted of Judge Jurt
'"- A
4
ITruumnn W. A. Kill aV. J. Li.
In
to Mr. Harbin, six sol
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
Ballard. A. H. Hove, C. H. Mciven- - dier's addition
homestead entries were made in
307 West Railroad Avenue.
eath and F. M. Tracey. They are the same
township by Iowa men who
Day or Night
urging the secretary of the interior come from the vicinities of Waterloo Both 'Phones.
to buy the plant which has been built and Algona. and with whom Mr. Har
to irrigate the Pecos Valley. The bin is well acquainted. Before six
dam and its contingent system were months are over, it looks as if there
constructed by private Individuals, at would be a colony of hardy and ex
a cost of $750,000. Last spring a flood perienced
Iowa farmers in the Estan-ci- a
carried away a part of the dam and
Valley.
left the reservoir practically dry. The
In addition to the homestead entries
farms, orchards, vineyards and garabove, there are several citizens
dens whioh were Irrigated by tftt made
live near Algona and Waterloo,
system are threatened wlta. total de- who on
the road to New Mexico, for
struction unless the dam is rehullt.The now purpose
Will do all your CARPET,
of becoming permanent
delegation proposes to sell the entire the
county.
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANTown
Torrance
in
settlers
plant to the government for $150,000.
ING, and doctor your stove, at
9 east, will, also
range
8
north,
ship
The president promised to give full be opened for settlement and filing
rate of 25 cents per hour.
the
consideration to the proposition.
It Is beAuto, 630.
in the month ot January.
Phone Red, 271.
lieved that the township wherein the
Son Lost MotTier.
31 1
Seventh
Street
North
311
"Consumption runs in our family, town of Estancla is located, will also
about
that
open
settlement
for
be
my
mother,"
I
lost
and through It
writes E. B. Reld, of Harmony, Me. time. This Is township 6 north, range
GO TO THE
past
five years, however, 8 east.
"For the
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold, I have --taken Dr. King's New Mothers everywhere praise One Min
.

BOILERS

PRESSUSE

Internally Fired Marine Type Boiler.
Cahall Water Tuba Safety, and Re- turn Tubular Boiler. Send u your
Specifications for Quotation.

riRE

n

Wag-ervill-

We are prepared to furnieh, on Vhort notice, all sorts of
HIGH

The valuable oil properties about
Roswell are to be worked. A com-o- f
Roswell business
pany composed
men has been organized and has
taken nvpr thn oil lands.
The, work of drilling for oil will be
which urfe Cough Cure for the sufferings it
enmnioufPfl immediately. Tests have Discovery for Consumption,
relieved and the lives of their lit
shown that there are great oil depos has saved me serious lung trouble." has ones
it has saved. A certain cure
South of Viaduct, on First 8treet
its beneath the land around Roswell His mother's death was a sad Iosb for tl
will Investigate Mr. Reld, but he learned that lung for Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Tht- new comnanv
easy, cuts
Jingle, Jingle.
tne trouble must not be neglected, and Cough. Makes breathing
the property has one-naWe will hear those wedding bells and if represented,
relief and out phlegm, and draws out the inflamQuickest
great
cure
boom
how
to
it.
oil
a
value
jingle in our vicinity in the near fu- is hound
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
cure Tor coughs and colds. Price 50c mation. Sold by all druggists.
to follow.
ture. See if we .are not right.
newly
$1.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
of
and
the
stock
all
Nearly
the
Klyria
(O.)
correspondence
Llnuors. wines and cordials the
organized oil company has been sub- Trial bottle free.
O. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
finest line In the city. All aoode dellv
Democrat.
scribed, and It is doubtful if any will
Meyers & Co., 116
Ernest
everywhere"
free.
ered
O. D1NSDAJLE
drip,
drip,
oil
"Drip,
upon the market for sale.
West Silver avenue.
The hold up man had gone through he placed
better cook withsafe gaa.
his victim.
Every Ounce You Eat.
"Is this all you have?'' be said, "a Every ounce of food you eat that falls
list of groceries to order and a sample to digest does a pound of harm. It
Boarding Horsea a Specialty
of calico?"
turns the entire meal Into poison, tnti
rf $10 Pictures for $6
For One Week Only!
'Yes,' said the wretched vleti'lu. not only
deprives the blood of the nec-- ;
"You see, I'm a married man."
g
material, but it;
essary
SAM KEE
On 93 Carbon
Mad giv with
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is
E"c raproduetlon
Famous Paintings
Maybe They Were.
e says that he has lots of pretty
M
of
.KJa
doitn
taoh
digests
food
dlgestant.
a
It
the
perfect
thines. comorislng Toys, Indian
Will Raulins and Miss Maggie look- regardless
of the condition of tne
I Jib to 19tb
Mexican Drawnwork, and e"
Curios,
e
ed sweet Sunday. Fast land
Including
organ
ONLY!
rest
to
WEEK
ONE
It allows that
Artistic Frame.
Inclusive.
and Japanese goods, for
spondence Sequachee (Tenn.) News. stomach.
e
Chinese
strong
again.
get
Relieves
the
and
Christmas.
Stomach,
Belching,
Sour
Burn,
Heart
Just because people want to know
215 South Second Street. V
e
309 West Railroad Avenue
&
where Russell Sage lives is no sign Indigestion, Palpitation of the HeartJ
hy
druggists.
etc.
Sold
all
they are going to get any answer
when they write to him with a touch
inclosed.
BS!55eS3l'
BS35533B
flG52!S23B' ,BK?SSSB'
855y22
0s22SS2Se
ep'
E55S5S5S
(ES5!n!b!
VSSSSS39
BSESKS
(PjjjjjUbp
Regular Disorderly Conduct.
Some of
This wet k is court
the boys are afraid of having to attend. Th're are already several summoned to court. There is more fight
ing here (ban any place I ever saw,
but it don't amount to very much after ail, for the most of it Is fighting
fleas ami chinces. Pittsburg correspondence Sequachee (Tenn.) News.
-

BOILER S

0

A. E. WALKER,

delegation

.

OF

-

AND LAID BEFORE HIM PROPOSI- IOWA FARMERS MADE SIX SOLDIER'S HOMESTEAD 'ENTRIES
FOR GOVERNMENT TO
TION
MORE WILL
MONDAY
IRRIGATION
PURCHASE

i

Wagons"
"Red
BACK
P. O.

.

214
would come to know a tyranny compared to which that of ancient ty- CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
rannical kings would be as nothing,
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
and that the day would come when
Wholesale and Retail
the majority in parliament would repHIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
resent the minority of the population;
J. B. MaoMANUS, Mgr.
that l he state would be governed ac
cordingly for a lew, against the mass, 603 South First Street Both Phones
and that this system would by that
time be too firmly establishes for Us
overthrow to he possible without a
revolution. He therefore clamored
INSURANCE.
for a reform of the constitution then
Secretary Mutual Building Associaand there, not sacrificing the republic, tion. Office at .1. C ttaldrldge's

DELEGATION FROM PECOS
CALLED ON PRESIDENT

A

AND LAS VEGAS

ALBUQUERQUE

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

117

WILLIAMS and

K. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Proprletora.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

bruhn,

I3i3353b5'

BkSKSSSa

IbS33525b

risflsews3hsv

Si

1'
ILa EES K3"9
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ot The Atchison, Topeka &. Santa Fe Railway
Located on the Belen Cut-o- ff
Chicago,
EES

Shame on Ye.
rmwd from here attended
pii uic Saturday, and came
the Roso-icor:
home well snaked. SherrodsvilleRepubCarnillton
iesit)iidem-lican Standard.

onite

a

'

p
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Uncle Henry's Primer.
Thi is a wash board.
It is a house hold

lx
The wah hoard has
taves.
sweet
Ask sis ter to play
and low on it.
She will smack your jaw.
is fui' mother. SisThe wash-boarter would riot touch it.
l
she gets marBut just wait
ried.

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

Circumstantial Evidence.
frs A. l. Parker and daughter-inlaw must surely aim to keep borders
this winter as you can see strings of
dried beans hanging around. I think
as all the
fhey will last all winter, eorrespoiid-enchoys are at home. Roopn
Seijuachee (Tenn.) News.
L'NIQLE

aurants, etc.
ALL

iseien is i"u

miire.--

i

mjiim'mib

ijiui
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MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA PE ROUTE WILL
EXPRESS,
-

FAST LIMITED

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

"

I"- '-

hakery. tailor shop, shoe house, jew ler, plumbing shop, planing mill.
s
Improved bj cultivation); no and or grind. We need a
The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of-- them
hop. euv. etc. Also a first lass modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, dn.g store, harness
PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY
THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE
11

--

flrst-clas-

--

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
BERGEPv,
WM.

tNTLRTAINMEM

Ariz., Nov. 15. The ladle"
the D.iptist church yesterday aiter-nooand last night gave an entertainment that was very unicpie. It was
called "A Trip Around tha World."
The Marling point of the trip was
Globe,

f

i

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite

Special Correspondence:
i

east and west from

sy.tem-lead- ing

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

ime-thin-

uu-ti-

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe

M.

JOHN BECKER, President
jsuor
dffirrnPfc
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PACE

ALHUOUEItOUK EVKNING CITIZEN

EIGHT.

will doubtless prove the merca of
tourists ami lovers of nature In the
near future, whin the road Mr. Ellis
connection wltn
l
now bull'iitu
Tljeras cfitivon and the projected Albuquerque Ka'tern railroad, is completed.
The funer ii of pretty little Paul, son'
of .Mr. and Mrs. Henry GotXz, took
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
place yester !ny afternoon at flm homw
of
the l.en rived parents, No, 1023
Partly clrudy tomght and Saturday, North Sec 'l it stri ct, with burial In
with local rain west portion.
Kalrvlew cemetery. Rev. McNeill,
pastor
of I'M' Haptlst church, spoke
KtKiilni' nu'otiru' of Harmony IiidKe beautiful
ids over the little white
Uusiin-Sof
I. O. O K. tonlnht.
floral tributes,
cov reri with
Casket
J. .1. Vntaw, tiocietary.
and with f:i"inls, offered sympathy to
Mrs. H. n. lien inn, wife of the city the bereav.
iarerits. From 1 o'clock
t if funeral
editor of tht! MoiniiiR Journal, in
and burial, Mr.
until
after
quite 111. H'-- r many friends Goetz's res'iiurant on Second street,
wish a pptH'dy recovery.
was kept i seil.
Mrs. A. C Ra.lell. of MoHston, Wis.,
We have ist received a full line
who has hern a mnst at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. .1. A. Hubbs, for several of the celfln.ited Dolgeville Felt Slippers
and JM ii'ts for men, womeu and
weeks, left last night for home.
They come In black, red,
Mrs. J. it. Waktfleld and Miss L. children.
Wakefield, of Navajo Springs, spent green or Irown, plain or fur trimmed
are esrelient for comfort and
the day in tti metropolis on a shop and
visiting wear. Prl es range from 65c to $1.60.
ping trip and incidentally
C. May's slioo store, 314 West Railfriends.
road avenue.
city,
Fred Lewis, formerly of this
who quit the road some time ago, Is
Crushed oyster shell la very essenCash tial to poultry.
now head clerk In Seward
cannot lay
Hen
Stores Co., at Tres Piedras, Taos without substance for the egg shell.
county.
E. W. Pee, 620 South Second street.
o
John H. McCntchen, editor of the
Football game, Santa Fe Indiana and
Industrial Advertiser, who spent the
past few days at El Paso in attend- University, at Traction Park Saturday,
ance on the mining congress, return- the 18th. Came will be called at 2:43
o'clock.
ed to the city this morning.
Philip Keck, the well known New
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
York capitalist, who has extensive
The best butter that science and
mining Interests In the Golden dis- money
can produce, packed in a pertrict. Is spending a few days in Al- fect package, which protects it from
buquerque from the camp.
foreign oilors and flavors. Try It
Prof. George S. Ramsay and M. H. once and you will never be satisfied
Sabin( who were at Santa Fe yester- wlti anv other butter.
day, on business, have left the capital,
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
the former returning to this city, and
"Good Things to Eat."
the later conlnulng farher north.
In,
ninety gallons of oysters
W1UST
morning
for
William Jenks left this
the Cochitl gold mining district, ifUl for today and Saturday's trade.
ealhlnt," natural flavor. These
where he Is the owner of mining property. Mr. Jenks expects to, be ab- oysters are from the great South Ray,
Long Island: Virginia, Mississippi,
sent from the city for several dnys.
Orleans, Matagorda, and Texas.
The Optic says: The dates for the New
Virlety. quality, and the "Seal-uhlpt- "
next northern New Mexico fair have
flavor.
already been chosen. The next fair
will be held In September. 19fi. during the week following the Colorado
State fair at Pueblo.
daughter
Helen, the
of Mr. and Mrs. T. K. Binkert, residing in Old Albuquerque, is reported
seriously 111 with stomach trouble.
Mr. Binkert is a conductor in the employ of the Traction company.
The recent heavy rains have swelled
the Rio Grande until the river is leaving Its banks iu some places. The
low lands between old Albuquerque
and Barelas are flooded in several
places, but as yet no serious damage
has occurred.
Opportunity No. 1
President C. K. Durbin, of the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and
Power company, arrived in the city
Fifty people can make
yesterday fro mTucson, Arizona, and
way
$26
apiece between now
on
his
spent the day here
to his
i
home at Denver. He left last night
and Monday noon, by buyfor Denver.
The Woman's Home and Foreign
ing a
lot In the
Missionary society of the Presbyterian
Eastern Addition to the
church will meet Saturday afternoon
at 3 o'clock with Mrs. McSpadden,
Highlands, south of Trum304 South Broadway. All ladies of the
church and congregation are cordially
bull avenue, with only $10
invited to attend.
down,
balance $1 per
L. W. Case, one of the reporters on
the New Mexican, Santa Fe, has reweek.
signed his position and returned to
Las Cruces, where he will be employed in the engineering department of
the Collg of Agricultur and Mechanic
Arts near that (own.
The New Mexican says: John Bell
and wife, who have been in Albuquerque for some time In order that Mr.
Bell, who was suffering with typhoid
fever, might be under the care of physicians there, returned to their home
in this city last night. Mr. Bell is
greatly improved.
Broken
Nothing small about . Albuquerque
merchants and citizens who annually
Club
Hearted
affix their signatures to the fair subMany seen yesterday
scriptions.
of last
doubled their subscriptions
Young
year, and it looks very much now like
next years fair will be as easy as
rolling off a log to carry on with great
financial success.
HANDSOME
The Farmington Times says: W.
E. Drake, of Albuquerque, came in
Sunday and will remain here for some
DESIGNS
time looking after the interests of
A. B. McGaffey here. Mr. Drake has
Pieces for funerals, weddings,
been with Mr. McGaffey in various
and all occasions, executed In a
thoroughly artistic manner. If you
enterprises and says that the latter is
very enthusiastic about the future of
want something out of the ordinary, try us.
this town, and expects to invest more
money here.
FLORIST
Another awning fire at the Barnett
building.
Yesterday
morning, at
319 West Santa Fe avenue.
about 7 o'clock, Jim Coleman, the porAuto Phone 718.
ter, was on the third floor, and deburning.
something
of
the
odor.
tected
He opened the door of the room occupied by Levy Bros., stock brokers,
and discovered one of the outside
awnings on fire. Jim turned on the 9
fire alarm, but before the Are fighters
the
arrived he had extinguished
blaze.
Mr. Ellis, founder and proprietor of
CHAS. F. MYERS.
the Ellis ranch, is in town today purchasing supplies. The Ellis ranch is
perhaps the most beautiful and picturesque resort in New Mexico. Situated in the heart of the Sandla mountains, 10,000 feet aiove sea level,
amidst a divce forest of sycamore
and balsam flrs, the ranch embodies
every feature of romantic beauty. It

LOCAL AM)
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WE'VE CLOTHED ALBUQUERQUE MEN FOR A GREAT NUMBER
FEED THEIR FAMILIES.

PERSONAL

WEST RAIlRuAPAVLjfi

Sliocs (or Tiionlisgivlng

FRIDAY,

OF YEARS

NOVEMBER

17, 1905.

NOW WE WILL

THANKSGIVING TURKEYS
NOVEMBER
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, AND UNTIL WEDNESDAY.
29,
STORE THAT DOES THINGS WILL GIVE, ABSOLUTELY FREE OF ANY CHARGE,

BEGINNING

v

THE

I

You want shoes to properly match the new gown or suit you will
wear when going out or receiving company for Thanksgiving dinner.
Let us provide you with strictly up to date footwear, and you
may rest assured to get the latest style, the most perfect fit. and the

best quality at the closest price.
i

S3 50
$2 50

MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES
MEN'S VICI KID SHOES
MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
LADIES' PATENT KID SHOES
LADIES' VICI KID SHOES
LADIES' OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS

TO
TO

$225

TO
TO

$3 50
$2 00

$ 1 OO
84 00

$350
$100

TO
TO

$150

$3 50
$3 50

Remember Thanksgiving!
It's rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the best groceries and table delicacies. Everything
that fends to
dinner a
make your Thanksgiving
source of, gastronomic delight, will be
found in our stock, which lias been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

F. F. TROTTER

i

1

'""S

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

raw

.

three-year-ol-

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
,

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

d

A Choice,

Fat, Dressed, Thanksgiving Turkey

A PURCHASE AMOUNTING
TO $20 OR OVER. TURKEYS WU.L. BE
DELIVERED TO ANY ADDRESS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29.

TO ANY PERSON MAKING

GET INTO THE FEAST
SIMON STERN, The Railroad Avenue Clothier
aBBBBBBBBlllBlBBaBBl Hll

j
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utnrtitnif rrit

v

...Maynard....

BERNALILLO HOTEL,
Bernalillo, N. M.
Mrs. Lulu Sllva, Proprietress.
Rates Reasonable.

berjs to announce to nis friends

and patrons that

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.

2.c
Newton Creamery Butter
2 pkgs of Force
2"c
10c
12Vc grade of Tomatoes
7c
Good Sweet Corn, per can
glove
stock, we believe we
See our
have the best assortment to be found
In town.
3 cans of Cream
25c
8 cans of Sardines
25c
per
pkg
11c
Pancake Flour,
1 lb. of Walter Baker's Chocolate. 35c
We have received a lot of garbage
and ash cans.
Arm and Hammer Baking Soda
per pound
6c
3 bottles of Pickles
25c
9c
New Mince Meat, per pkg
2 pkgs. of Cold Water Starch. .... ,15c
We continue to sell all patent medi
cines at reduced prices.
THE MAZE,
Wm. Kleke, Propr.

119

to call whether
invited
you purchase or not.
South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE,
ACADEMY.

Open Saturday nights
ombo hall. Instructions

if to

9

o'clock. Social
to 12 o'clock.

at

Col--

9

f

from 8
dancing

tin nuum t
from
h

0

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There

are)

undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano,

tsui

GENUINE CHECKERING

THE

Tke triumphant result of over 80 years of endearor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114

SOUTH SECOND OTREET.

0000000000 000000000

There Is fashion In goods as well as
In dress. We are going to give you a
few examples. Armour's extract of
beef demonstrator will do It for us.

Chafing dish cookery, dainty soups
and bouillions served to our patrons
all wek. It is all free, with our compliments.
GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO

Piano for Sale.
Howard.upright, in perfect condd-lio3' years
old: cash or Installment. Inquire of Borradalle & Co.,
117 Gold avenue.

n;

1

STATIONERY.

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

PERIODICALS.

Newcomer Book and Art Store

If Your Boy
Wants an automobile, tricycle or wagon, for Xmaa, better come In
and make your selection and leave the order, as the demand is greater
than we anticipated.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
FRAMING.

PICTURE

HOLIDAY GOODS ARRIVING EVERY
DAY.
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

CIGARS
AND CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bought light are a good investment. Our prices are right We Invlt
you to
and examine the beautl ul diamond good we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders rerelve epeelal attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADINO JEWELER

Uuu

Beat This in Mind

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. VMte for Prices

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
as

as

WHITNEY COMPANY
H3-I15-I-

South Fin Street

J

00000000000
E. J. POST &

401-40-

as

as

North Fin Street

3
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CO.

HARDWARE

RETAIL.

We Carry "The Best" Heaters

and Ranges

avp vom mnupv. COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
f
i
DC C T
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPAN ED COAL HODS, FIRE snuycuo,
COLE'S HOT HI. AST
kub-jt'- t

..wt

ETKns

innv

-

WM. M'INTOSK.

Proprietors

WIIOrRSALK

fA

as

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

e

OOOOO

as

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

SARAH'S
Man.

IVES,

PLUMBING

as

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

FLORAL

0

I

as

The

IPP I

5

N. M.

50-fo-

First and Marquette,

0

FREE DEMONSTRATION

ALBUQUERQUE DANCING

IT

Is

His

FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
and tHat for tasty
the next few days
new and
designs in
Jewelry and Silverware and handsome holiday goods will be added
to stocK. You are cordially

to notify the merchants that
I will not be responsible for any debts
Silk Lansdowne In latest
contracted by my wife, Mrs. Bertha
evening shades. Regular- - $1.25 yd.
Conley, from this date.
value; reduced for this sale to 95c
November lt, 1905.
yd., at The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
J. E. CONLEY.
A full tine of liquors, wines and corDance at the Casino Saturday and
Sunday evening. Music by the Loeba-Devin-e dials. Family trade a specialty. Erorchestra. Only respectable nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
Avenue.
people admitted.
This

'

THE" JEWELER
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NOTICE.
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The $15 suits we are selling look like more dollars
than the amount you are
asked to pay represents.

0
0
0
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0
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WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
AND AMMUNITION.

Men's Overcoats, neat grey effects, $15
Others at $12.50, $16.50. $18, $20, up to $30
119

OF

BREAD

MAKERS,

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRYTHE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
CAKE

OF FOOD

kit

:

CHOPPERS,

MAKERS.

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

A NEW STOCK

FAMOUS

0

No. 215
0

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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